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'ABSTRACT
3 This curriculum guide an textiles and clothing is one
of a_set fire -Oregon goal-based home economics urritulum guides.
Provided i this guide are the following: one suggeeted district goal
(students /vill be able to make textile and clothing decisions which
meet Jodi idual and family needs); four suggested program goals
(e.g., t atudentcmill'know how to acquire and care for-, apparel
textile roducts in a manner which meets Orsonal needs); fifty -two
course els (e.g.: the student will be able to-identify the
advaata ea and disadvantages of various ways of acquiring clothing) ;
and aver_ 30tUsuggested learning experiences e(e.g., choose an item of
clothing you' really want, then assume that you have $10 to spend for
it $20 to spend, $50 to spend for it; decide hcw you would acquire-
the item in each-case, and share decisions as a clans and explain
reasons for making then). Also included in this dctument are
suggestions for guide use,, a description of goai-based plandinvfor
home ecenomice, and a numbered list of resoures_ (books and,articles
for stqdints and teacheri, pamphlets, kits and-games, magazines,
tapes and alis -, files and filmstrips) keyed to the learning
experiences.
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This publication is one of five SUGGEST_ED to coer 4 :comprehensive home
economics program. It departs from the previqua. single' guide and is, designed to
,help teachers develop quality in 136th content and pnAgesses of learn

Home Economics Education primarily seeks to strengthen home and family life.
-Since publicatipn of the previous single guide, including home economics skills
and knowledge as preparation for an occupation has become another emphasis in
teacher responsibility. Thus, each of the five publications will include an emphasiston telated careers in hOme conofnics: Hopefully the Sit -ESTED learning
experiences and 'resources :yin provide loCal schools impetus develtirprograms
that will fulfill the needs and interests of all spidents.

I commend the many teachers and their loLl districts wijio helped develop these ,-----
materials.

e.

Verne A. Duncan
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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NTRCiDU

Home Economics &Ideation enables individuals to fup on as contributing members of It
supports and strengthens the quality_ of individual fa-truly life: It responds to societal and
environmental concerns. It provides consumer, homemaking and career skills in the hoxne
economics field. ,

The home is recognized primary -unit of our society, influencing the individual who in turn
influences society. A ch ging society in turn influences the home. The contegf bf a h
economics program should4 relate to changing societ41. conditions, essential skills and practical
expFriences. It should emphasize creative and problem-solving , abilities.. It should help nourish
human feelings And serf-esteem. The concepts presented here will be as effective for today's families

. as for tomorrciw's,proiviaed materials are interprpted-ip a continuouslyflexiblemanner,
-

Though teachers and administrators may finct these publications useful for Other purposes
deserve attention here. Briefly hey should he)p

.
delineating content area's for home economics.

communicating potential outcomes of home economics to Stude.nts
community members.

Arming and admiAisteringIocal home economics programs.

assessing 'and evaluating local home,econotnics programs.
I

V.

faculty, parents and other

I

The six SUGGESTED district goals .shape a -SUGGESTED, horde economic program,
Se.parate, curriculum~gThtildes wiltiresent each of the first five goals Separately. The Ia§t. goal
qualifying for careers in 'wine eernomiC3-rwill be woven through each opie five guides.

SUGGESTED DISTRICT GOAliS

Students will be able to make rational decisions in 'managing personal and family resources.
tIndividual & Family Resource Management)

deit`s will Understand the pact upon 'society nd the environment cwhen applyi4g the
principles of nutrition in the selectiori and preparation of foods. (Nutrition & Foods)

v, 'Students will be able _to make textile and -clothingdecisions which pfget indivrd. uaf arid family needs.
(Twiles & (7dThing)

nts will understan
mg and,rnanaging a I

Itidents will be ale to
relationships witia adults,
i( f, Family)

,the enviathmental impact of h upon society and cul.tufe when
vable habitat: ( Living Environments)' ..
incorporate the concepts of human development and family living into
peers and children within the family anthsoci tay, Human Developmt t &

113\Ftudqnts will e , able to- qualify
economics-relate careens. 4

This guide. then, untoldsISUGGESTED program goals (four of them) and SUGGESTED course
goals 02. ofaticfn) fear realizing the third SUGGESTED district Ogoal above. Oil the next-t4vo pages isNan tline of these VMS. The SUGGESTED leamii4g:epenences_tover 300 of them) thus merely,
mc&-be ways to legalize 52 course goals, fOur prOgrffiregoals and on district goal. The outline likely
will requfe continual alteration. Local concerns, changing soc and environmental issues, and
new discbveries may, influence 114ormation and technology-

pStion of homemaking sand AN*other home

ew are, the wile ISUGGY
Part it. SuggeNrIon tregon Department nt Fduiaf ion, 1977).

as program goal% Din page 57 wary -Sec our

a
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nts will be able to make textile anct clothing decisions
east individual and family needs.

will be able to determine the significante a clothing and physical
. self, and larger segments of society,

,
oune Gush The will be able to . )Th

identify "ways in which_ soc andinfluences personal clothing and,appearance choices: ..

' cite forms of clothing which five imerged aka direct result of environmental conditions, resotirc.e availability and
aesthetic preTerences of people in different cu ures.

explain the relations among dress forms and status, group identity, self.exiireasion, sexual -attrac eness and
-modesty. A

,
:

used today.

it ap s to le

7

identify forms and.Thettioids of physical adornment other than clothing ite

d Inc "fashion" and related' terns such as "lad" and -Style."

1de tify current examples qf fads and fashions.

identify ways inwhich dress communicates sell- concept, attitude, roleand status.

explain how clothing is a tangible and vial le image of the values and ideals-of an era.

assess the extent to which the meaning ar evaluation of beauty and ersonal appearance- are afectbd by
cultu.ral background of the viewer.

telUe the concept of stereotype to perSonal life.
0

Program Goal The student will know how to acquire and care for apparel an4 textile produ is,in a mariner which meets
personal needs.

10

Course Goals The student will be able to-

define general terms related to fibers and fabrics.

outline the b rocesses by which fabrics are made.

describe the. ways- in which -the properties associated with var
applications, and.finishes affect the final fabric.

211

.22

us fibers, fabric strlictures, color and Design

-25'

specific clothing and textile prods cis. 26

entify factors which affect the initial and maintenance costs &Nadal's types of fabric's,
)

select fabrics which would be personally satisfying and ,suita

identify ways in which clothing needs can be rret ifor the general population and for peoplo v ith special
problems.

assess general factors which affect quality and quantity of cl thing items,-ono can, does andmay win
purchase..

identify the advantages and disadvantages of various ways of acquiring clo

identify factors to Consider b'ifore acquiring clothing which is to be used r specific Ng coses such as school,
work, recreation, formaroccakibni. / 30

use the principles of wardrobe planning whi..0.11 developing or evaluating an estimated clothing b 31
i .

identify varying effects the elements and principles of design can produce when used in clothing 1 32
cite aesthetic factors which may influence the-choice of ckghing. 33

apply elements and principles of design to the selection of clothing and accessoay items)
needs and wants.

27

28

29

satisfy persona
34

explain the nature of the clothing industry as it affects the quality and type of apparel available in the market. 35

explain the importance of legislation which has been passed to protect and assist consumers in. making wise
clothing decisions.

identify sources of consumer information available to the \e.10Iking pur a Ai
assess the workm5nship, fit and suitability of apparel and t"tile item, requisition- -

_

36

37

38



°duets which have proven unotisfac o

the clothing co-unmet and the clothing industry.

hoe of personal and family clothing items.

uggest creative, ways vvbm ; out :Of-style or poorly fitted fabric or apparel items can be made usable.

suggest ways in fabric scraps can sometimes be made into` -useful items.

39

40

411r%

42

43

identify sources o? recyclable Tahric and apparel items which may be present in the hornejamily or community. 44

select, use and Cue for equipment used in the construction process. 45
r

Select patterns, fabrics and notions.'appropriale foi a given construction pro

'brio, patterns and pattern pieces for use in constructing apparel or textile produc

cafitruction pckiniquoloAlscprepluation of aseurnProduct,

ristrite it& various methods which can be used to mend or repair textile and apparel products. 49

interpret the information used On textile and apparel product care labels.= 50

uselaundtyproditcts, equipment and procedures appropriate for various types cif textile and a el items. 51

devise a plan fot clothing and textile 52

deOcribe ways to minimize the damage utiCh can occur to clothing-and textile products during storage. 53

suggest ways in which existing storage space for clothing, textiles -And accessories can be made mote useful. 54
4_

55.

47

pack_appr tate clothing andccessories for travel.

Goal The student will be able to distinguish betweenNariotis forms of handcraft products and the protesses by
which they are made. 57

Course Coale- Theitudent will be able to

identify uses of handcraft skills.

suggest ways in, which handcrafts can produce personal satisfaction and heighten cultural awareness

identify tools and materials used in cleating handcraft productS-

demonstrate,one or more of the basic techniques used in -handclafts
quilting,. applique , needlepoint, weaving, hooking arid knotting).

Program. Coal The student will be able to evaluate career and training opportu iestvailable in 11-ie clothing and textde
field.

g., embroidery, knitting, crocheting,

Course Goals The studekt will be able tO

-relate social and-economic trends to employment opportunities in the area' of clothfrig and textiles_

cite typical requirementsTor entry into and success in occupations related to clothing and textiles.

determine personal interests in and talent.; for clothing and textile occupations.

assess theneed' for homemaking skills associated with clothing and textile industries.

59

60

61

62

63

65

86

67

68



Students 'completing SLIGGEST7D learning experiences should help themselves realize course goals.
Their realizing course goals _should help themselves realize program goals. Their realizing program
goals should help themselves realize the dittrict goal: being le to 'textile and clothing,
decisiorit which. meet individual and family needs.

To use the guide in developing a course, teachers may fmd.the followingprocedure helpful,

1. Study program and course goals to dete
or whether they need to be adapted:

2. Select appropriate ,program and course goals.

whetiwr they are appropriate for local use

3. _Deate4oP
--"P

urs
student needs, abilities, experiences and interests.

Select appropriate learning experiences. A 'variety at all levels of learning has bcen
included. Many (not all) experiences have been listed in order of complexity, from least
to more complex.. Though teachers of younger or beginning students may wish to select
experiences from the beginning of lists, they may choose other useful experiences farther
down, depending on the previOus experiences students have had. Conversely, though
teachers of older or more advanced students may want'to select experiences fgrther doWn
lists, they may find some near the beginning useful for review.

Idehtify appropriate resources. Though resources have, for the most part, been placed
next to experiences where most applicable, teachers will also find general references
placed at the beginning of some sections. These may prove useful for several-experiences
in a section., Resources are numbered, and' numbers are keyed to a Vources section
beginning on page 71.

Implement plans and assess student outcomes periodically. Among many methods which
may be used for assessment, individual teacher's might want to use some of the following:

Paper and Pencil Tests

Essay tests

Objective test's supply or recall e completion, matching, multiple choice,
true/false, 'd-ossword puzzleS)

Nontest Means

Observatiottial devicCs (e.g., checklists, rating scales, scorecards)

Reporting forms-(e.g. , project reports, activity reports and logs, questionnaires,
autobiographielandeliaries. anecdotal records)

"Audiovisual techniques (el tape recordings, films, photographs. graphsl

Saciometric techniques.- sociograrns. distinct scales, socia
\ sensitivity tec.hniques; role playing).

Conferences



: Oregon malnagles IC-12 in
educati4).

PLANNING FOR lli INE ECO OMI.EN

ruction by means of GOAL-BASEIS PLANNING (not competency-based

Goals are.guideposts. They-serve to give purpose and direction to a planning activity. Goals provide
a common language for discussing the merits of various activities as those activities are carried out.

1'

In home economics, just as in any other instructional program offered by an educatibnal system, a
sense of purpose and direction is essential to good planning. But what are these purpOses and
directions? Where do they come from? Why should the home economics teacher be concerned?
These are questions to be nswereLbefgre effective pianning_of_ahqme ecortornies currictiium-can.,
proceed.,

Each teacher must realize that planning a home economics curriculum cannot begin and end only in
a given classroom. It needs to be done with a sense of similar planning in -other classrooms and
districts within the state.

The goals _and goal- setting and competency-identification activities the Oregon Department of
Education prescribes provide districts, a common reference for the plapning pr'ocess. In gdal-based
planning, teachers must consider feiut goals: State Goals for Oregon Learners, district goals, progam
goals, course goals.

STATE GOALS answer the question: What does the Department of Educa ori think aNstudent
should get out of public schooling anywhere in Oregon?

DISTRICT. GOALS answer-the question: What do the local community and its schools think
student ought to get out of local schooling and how is that to relate to State Goals?

PROGRAM GOALS answer the questiou.: What do tithe local curriculum planners and home
economics teachers think a student ought to g Out ofhome economics and how is that to relate to

sDistrictcoal ?

COURSE GOALS answer the question: What do the home economics teachers think a student
ought to get out of Textiles & Clothing and bow is,that to relate to Program Goals?

. Where, then, dogs competency fit in goal-based planning?

t fits aA-aseparate.big related design. It is hierely one ,of three graduation requirements. Districts
plan and evaluate instruction by _means of GOALS; goals local districts theniselve.s write. District
assess whether students. get diplorrys by means of COMPETENCY, CREDIT arid ATTENDANCE,
requiiemeltis local districts themselves fat;f7

CONIFETENCY in Oregon, as probably across the nation, means being capable, f: For students, it
.means having demonstrated they can likely APPLY outside school what They've a ready learnertin
or out of school; colvetency in Oregon is merely a local statement fixed as proof ALL students
will likely able to do tomorrow- outside- ,.'hoc l something the almmunity has agreed is worth
doing. It is a local statement calling f-btss APPLYING skills and information ACQUIRED from
probably several courses (not just one *) :. :or fropi perhaps no courses at all. It is alocal statement
ALL students must demonstrate. If only SOME mustsay, only those who take Textiles &
Clothing -.-the statement is NOT a ccmrp_competency in Oregon. Waivers aside, ALL students must
demonstrate ALL competencies.

Viewed, then, as two separate but - related designs, goals and cc'npetencies

otsowie, our maN,

y look like this:

r4curd -kc Thor for j ie.tionahIt larro4 or shallow ompet&wies.

S



For example, in hbme economics:

srin

BROGRAM GOAL

The 'student will know how tray
ieqUire and can for apparel and
mode, peodoete In a mintier whit

fa F4110114 WW1.

7

A

1 I
AL

,

COMM
..,_......_, I

-ELEMENTARY* i

I
GOALA4ECONDARy I

912 I I

The Moder!t will be Able (0 define I Th Ie thicket will be able to use
aimed tenni [crated or fiber. and 1 I tiv principiti of wiklrobs plannint
1'1r-we , Li __I when drrelopiri or evaluating V1 r-..i.ced catinl budloio. L_J-

..ardent is
able to dernonstrete
ability to .slut
and care for par-
tonal clothing
(PernwPf ro
demonstrate beimg
of informfd con
ninmolgoodi
aid wrvicei)..

The Ulm mint v.*/ *Ned a, are **Mc Mary mint n u.a ta.$un. a..et, taro. ai.r**emm4y cUmm* aspr.rauy not d****) **es
hith haol ,nut.. perinfr,4

The system of goals and competencies just described is designed to help the teacher and program,
specialist plan their Own home economics program. It promotes a framework for planning that may
be shared by all those doing similar planning. It helps in planning for individual student goals and
interests, to be done within the limits of available resourcekolt- should-not be used to limit what is
plinned. Rather it should be used as a starting Place_

The next tour salons of this guide Mold SUGGESTED learnifig experiences as ways to realize 52
SUGGESTED course goals, toui SUGGESTED program goals and one SUGGESTED district goal
for TEXTILES & CLOTHING. 2





SUGGESTED
PROGRAM GOAL

The student will be able to determine the significance of clothing and physical
appearance as it applies to self, family and larger segments of society.

_Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal and environmental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.

7



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL. The student will be able to identify nays in which so
clothing and,appearance choices.

LEARNING E )(PER MNCES

--
influences persona

OURCES

Brainstorm the meaning of the word "society, Last various components of or forces in society which have
the potential fur influencing personal clothidg and appearance choices (e.g., media, peers, religion). Discuss
the possible effects of each of these forces. Give examples to illustrate your ideas.

View Arnerican. Woman: 200 yearslof Authentic Fashion. Identify societal factors whicli have influenced
personal clothing and appearance choices of American women since the founding of our nation. Summarize
in a class discussion.

Read One Hundred Years of Fashion, Discuss the history of American clothing choices in terms of tile SO

societal factors which have influenced choices (e.g., lifestyle, econoniy, religion). Select one clothing
characteristic (e.g., the hemline) and graph its change over the last IOU years. Note societal factors that may
have contributed to the changes. Share graphs in class and compare your findings,

Watch two TV programs, one set in-a previous time period (e.g.. 1800s, 1950s) and one set today. Identify
societal factors which influenced the clothing and appearance choices'of the characters portrayed in each.
Compare and contrast in a class discussion.

Read about ways in which clothing and appearance choices have been influenced by social factors in
dittocot world societies and in different historical periottsiiiie.g., societies: Greek, Roman, Egyptian
African imes: Biblical. French Renaissance, World Wars I and II). Note specific factors responsible for the
differences observed. Share your findings in class by discussing how these influences have carried, over into
contemporary dress.

Locate several school class pictures front different times, Identify styles that dcir ted clothing and
appearance choices in each. Locate several family pictures from different times. 1:,)4 rmine whetherany of
the same styles are present_ Suggest societal factors that may have been r"nsible for the trends or
differences observed. Illustrate your findings in a school display.

Write a description of what you consider to he appropriate dress fOr individuals (e.g., student, teacher,
waitress, 5-year-old child, parent, grandparent, coal miner, salesperson, beautician, office assistant)' Identify
reasons for your choices (e.g., tradition, activities). Compare descriptions and rationales in class. Summarize
the societal factors which influence personal clothing and appearance choices.

10

37

From current magazines and newspapers, identify recent personal clothing and appearance trends.
Brainstorm factors responsible fir' each (e.g., movies released, political figures and trips, sports figures and 144141

eents I_ Summarize the ways in which societal factors influence clothing and appearance choices. 145

Brainstorm social, environmental and political issues that have brought cr,angc to or influenced the 142
clothing, Jewelry or shoe industry. In buzz groups determine the effect of these issues. ('hart how 132
present-day problems or events of national interest have influenced fashion designs or the effect each has 133
had on our way of lifki or atlilutIcs abort( cloihinv. Share inionumion through class reports. 14o



---,..,

SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The d i_ emerged as avill be able to cite forms *wiling which hav(
4-# dire( t" resrrlt of` errtirnrrrriental Conditions, resource availability .ara1 aesthetic

pre/e ces different cultures,.
..

,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Cyture and Costumes: The (refit Clothes Put On. Discuss factors illustrated which affect clothing 230
choices, Summarize Under the headings: climate, environment, resources and aesthetics.

View pictures from National Geographic illustrating clothing of different cultures. Identify factors related 143

io climate, environmental conditions, resource availability, and aesthetics that could possibly account for
the differences. Select a culture in which you are interested (e.g., country or subculture of a country) and 13

research ways in which, these firetors have affected clothing forms in it. Share, your findings in` class,
illustrating with pictures, if possible,

Invite a speaker from aeiutlier country or culture to discuss clothing practices of his or her people. Ask
about factors responshile for these practices (e.g., climate, environment, resources, aesthetics). Summarize
by,cuItiparinp these factors with those present in your own country or culture,

I View Clothing Ar rid or Clothing in Early America, Given a description of a hypothetical 244
culture, determine the types of clothing which would probably he worn. Consider !actors such as climate,
environment, resource availability and aesthetic preferences. Share ideas in class and compare the different
cultures illustrated.

24o

Read front Folk Costume to illtulenz h'usliiori. Brainstorm other examples of 1ashion that have folk
costume origins. Locate pictures to illustrate your ideas, Summarize the relationship between cultural
aesthetic preferences and emergence of clothing forms.

Invite several persons who have tira in different climates to discuss the ways in which clothing practices
were affected by it Working in groups, research clothing worn by persons in various climates: cold, humid,
hot. hot-humid, wet, moderate. Share findings in class and summarize the relationship between climate and
einrgence of clothing, forms.

Weal or bring to an article of clothing Mat was designed primarily with climatic and environmental, 145

conditions in mind (e.g ski jacket, swimsuit, raincoat). While displaying it:identify the features which
make it especially suitable for its intended use, Summarize the ways in which-clothing emerges as a result of
climatic and environmental !actors.

Describe iiii unaginao. city it the future. Identify the ways clothing would he allected 11 the
physical enviloninem mid !lie resources available (e.g., undersea in undeiground city no petroleum
ploducts ,availahlef Share ideas in class- Summarize by making predictions about the future of clothing in
relation to probable environmental conditions and resource ,iv tilahility.

lake 3 trip to a 11113Set1111 and view the types of clothing displayed. Speculate about ways iii which climate,
environmental conditions, resource AVallabIll and aesthetic preferences influenced design. Summarize
what you learned in A class cliSLI3S'!,;1101).



SUGGESTED LASE GOAL The student will be able to explain the relations among dress and sta
group identity. self-exprehion, sexual attractiveness and modesty.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Write 'a paragaph describing your favorite television ,character. Share in class. Malyze paragraphs to
determine if any reference was made to clothing. If so, point out the ways in which these references helped
facilitate the descriptions. Try rewriting your paragraphs without referring to clothing. Determine how the'
task differed from the 'tir_t. Summarize the importance of dress as a personal descriptor.

Read "Building Your Own Image" in Guide to Modern Clothing. Formulate individual answers to the 38
following questions! How important is clothing in your life? How does clothing affect one's behavior? What
role does clothing play in the world of work? How does clothing affect personal relationships? Share
answers in class. Discuss the relattori between drels and the, image one projects.

Create a slide or picture show illustrating various current dress forms. Write a se describing how each 183
town relates to status, group identity, sexual attractiveness and modesty. Point o modifications which
could he made in the forms to project a different image. '

Think of a time when you felt -uncomfortable because of your choice of. dress. rite a short paragraph 38
describing why you felt uncomfortable. Form a panel of volunteers to share pa agraphs. Summarize by 16
discussing the relationship between dress and feelings of comfort in interpersonal rel 183

Read "Flow Clo'thing Meets -Basic Needs" in Personal Perspectives, Identify reasons pea,
alike (e.g., to be accepted. liked, wanted, important. successful). Discuss how the valus 0
reflected in the ways they dress. Summarize the psychological needs clothing meets.

nil to dress
__srOup are

7()

Collect clothing advertisements that appeal to variouSi emotions and psychological needs. Place on the tl
bulletin hoard and label each according to the appeal used. Discuss ways in which clothing manufacturers
capitalize on the relation between dress and die concepts of status, group may, self expression, se-xpal lb
altractiverie55 arid modesty.

Interview people in your community who wear uniforms (e.g. hand members, football players, police,
clergy, nurses, service station attendents). Find out how the tinifiirms make them feel. Questions might
include: Does wearing a uniform make you feel different'? it so, Wow? Do you think you act ddlerently
when in inutornf' Is it important to you to wear a unnorm? flow does your uniform affect your ability to
perform your job? Would you rather not wear a uniform? ('ontpile results in class and discuss the.
[clatiowsltio between uniform~ and status group identity and self- expression



SUGGE TED COURSE' GO
,--------7

,--, .

The studentdent mil be 4ble.tcP identify 4 rrns hired e cis 'of physical adornr'enf
other than cathing items used today.,.

(

_NG EXPERIENCES

5,

RESOURCES

Brainstorm methods and forms of physical adornment used in our society today (e.g-., hairpieceycosrnetics,
jewelry, glasses, watches, nailpylish, tattoos, body painting, hair coloring, scarves). Flub magazine pictures
of each and create a collage. While sharing collages, discuss positive and negative feelings toward each form
of adortircient illustrated. Identify reasons for your feelingsik.

Read about forms and methods of physical adornment used in cultures other than your own (e.g., 143
reconstruction of the ear, scarring, lip plates). Locate pictures which illustrate, your findings. Post on
bulletin board..Conipare and contrast these forms and methods with those used in our own culture. 183

Keep a diary of forms and methods of physical adornment you see used in your school and community for
one day. Share observations in class. Discuss reasons various forms are used.

Study the history in the millinery business. a 'graph illustrating style and popularity trends
through the years. SpeculAte about the future of millinery as a form of physica0doftNent.

Read Jewelry..s New Dazzle... Identify the types of jewelry,being designed today. Discuss tjre .significance
of jewelry as a form of physical adornment in dur society. Compare with its significance in other cultures.

Study the past, present and possible future uses of cosmetics. Invite a representative from a cosmetic
department or business to demonstrate the use (including application) of various types of cosmetics.
'Summarize techniques used and the effects created by each. Follow-up by preparing an exhibit of various
types of cosmetics, including descriptions of the purpose and use of each type.

Bring an item to class that is used. for physical adqrnment. In a class discussion, compare the messages
various items convey. Summarize by speculating about the messages various items will convey in the future.

Find pictures cif tattoos. Sharon class. Discuss the rule of tattoos iri physical adornment by comparing past
iltd present trends.

Aft hrainstmaning loons and ipethods of physical adournner,t other than clothing, identity those that can
be iaele at home. Construct a new item or remake one you already have. Share in class and discuss ways m
which items can he used. Display items nt a school or room showcase.

7



SUGGE TED COURSE GOAL
vs

I
Tire b able. try de 'Wish
and "sit

lateh I -11 as 'Yad'.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Wiirking in small groups. write definitions fdr the o`rd "fashion" and _related erms and phrases (e.g., fad,.
style, high fashion, fashion cycle:). Read one_or More passages destribMg kashion in 'a text of your.choice.. , 'lb
:Make any changes desinV in your previously. formulated definitions. Shale in chrss along with definitions of 10
other fashion-related terms and phrases you learned.

1

s

Divide' into 'groups according to the color of individual cards handed out at the beginning of class. In
groups. discuss questions related to fashions (e.g., What is the difference between fashion and style? What is
fashion'? What is a-lad? What is the difference between fashion and fad'? What is the difference between fad
and in-style?). Rot?te questions until all groups have had an opportunity to discuss them. Share results in a

class rotor(! robin.

(!sing flew arrd old pattern br,foks and magazines. find pictures which illustrate the various aspects of fashion 1

over time as previously &lured (e.g., fad, fashion, style). Analyzii each picture and stake a list of the
specific clothing and accessory items shown. Determine which items,and variations of the items should he
Classified as fashions and which should he classified asclads. Share your findings in class.

. View Woman.- 200 Years of .4uthcntw Eashiran and American.Man: 200 Years uI 1 rithentic 13C)

raSiliOM Su m m a r i te those characteristics or clothing whi0 make up: fashion .L.s, opposed 1.4) lad. As a
follow-up, rsearcli the historical relationship between fashion and physical comfrart, Relate your findings 238
to the difference between fad and fashion.

.,

i

Alter studying past 1_ hing fads and fashions, organize and stage a fashion show which illustrates them. In
the accompanying corrmtentary, point out the differences bet -addle two concepts.

Working in grroups,'write an artiele for the school newspaper, entitled "hid vs, Fashion. While describing
the differences between.thirtwo concepts,,silh2eulate ,about fads and fashions which are likely to occur in
the future. Share articles in a class discussion and select one (or a combination of several) to be submitted

the newspaper editor.

Mate a list of the ways in which the dress of :different ig,e groups diffi is Discuss possible reasons for the
differences. Relate to tire, concepts of fashion. fad and style.

During one fifteen-minute period of the day, _nye and record the types of dress You see being worn by
people around you. Libel each item as fad rrr fashion. share your findings in class and discuss
differences between the two concepts.-

Survey members of Aour coin unity to determine various clothing needs according io isicupati on e.

honet, harbor, leacher). Share findings in class find discuss the dit feierice between fail and Iasi ism is i

iefites to clothing needs versus adopted clothing preferences.



SUGGESTED COURS1 GOAL , Th sti viltb able tc identify current examples

LEARNING E-

and fashions.

NCE RESOU>fRESOURCES

Invite a fashion buyer or'elothing store.manager to bring a variety -ef clothing and accessories to class414ich
illustrate_:current fads and fasl-dOn.s."Ask the person?to discuss fashioli repetitions and the jmportance of
corrsumer acceptance in determining fads and fashions'. Suirarize what you karnid.

Take4 field trip to h local clothing store. Examine individual items,- to tog rote of the various fads arid
faihions displayed. Discuss your findings in class, listing characteristics the vario"is fads and fashions
observed.

View Young F Ilion Forecast and /Or Getting It All Together. discuss the characteristics of he current fads 267
t and fashions own. 250

Using current newspapers, magazines or pattern books, find examples of a va_ fads aird pshions.
Form TwIlage depicting the progression from "way-out fad" ti "'widely accepted -hion."

t

133
144
J40
142
146

View one or more TV shows set in a contemporary time frame. Make g note oft types of dress worn by
the characters. hr class, analyze each type in terms of its standing in the fashion tr d cycle,

Invite a person from another country.to discuss current fads and fashions in his her native homeland'and
that i!ountry's influence on worldwide fashion. Compare with current U.S. fads and fashions.

After looking through current newspapers, magazines and pattern books, identify what you feel is the most
Ropul-ar, clothing fail today. Write a short paper describing how much it costs, how long it will probably last

_Ad whether you would purchase it Shine papers in class and summarize the'current fads illustrated.

Select pictures front magazines or books or current fashions that are suitable or can be adapted to
handicapped persons. Given specific case studies, identify alternatives to current fashion. Share resultsin a
class discussion,

Brainstorm Irow fashion ul different due to the following 'circumstances by using the
technique;

What if there were no T.
What if there were no its ion magazines?
What if there were no pe roleum fibers"
What if the government set the styles?
What if there were'another severe depression?

Read from *a selected list of nun -texts set in the !inure. Conipare moos authors' conceptions cif futuk. slid
fashion. Sketch a fashion of the future. Share pictures while discussiri is fashio

Identity a, fad or lashion which originated crude the clothing or style f a celehtity. Find pictures
illustrate, In a class discussion, strinmarize how it related to fashions of 017 1111C:

19



TED COURSE GOAL The studs will be able 6 id ways `1n which cOntrilunica sitself-coneept ttitude, role arod-st4tus.

RESOURCESARNENG` EXPERIEN

"c . .

bins Communicates or complete -eloihing Expresses Tau. 1,,,ist ss- ible reasons people dressAas 245
they da. Dscusk dig relaIlonshiP betw64,clothing 4nd, personality' (e.g.,7How does personality 106,
.clothing choices?: How 'doe* clothing alt.& -'-onality?). --ri3O--

Read "What's Important" from Let.s' Get It Tugeher: Everybody Guesses. IdentiL ways in which the 175
character'stess eommunicat-ed impressions a 4iut his or her self-concept, attitude, role and status. Relate

_ our findings to real -life situations. ""`-'-.

Read children's story 'related to dress (e.g., The' Modred presses, The Velveteen Rabbit, Five Hundred 14

Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins). Afterward, summarize the ways in which dress colyimunicated impressions- 47
related to selkoneept, attitude, role and status in the story. 11

list of several famous people. Stied one person and find pictures of him 6r her in magazines and
new ers. Wepare a report for cla.ss describing how the person you chose dresses and what he or she is
revealing about hiniset-Or herself by it. After hearing all reports, summarize the ways in which dress
communicates self-coticept, attitude, role and status to others,

.
1

Using magazines,newspapers and reference hoOks, find picture.s,o '*sons dressed in a variety of different 16
.

ways, Share pictures in class and discuss "first Impressionreact.ions to them. categorize responses 15'
actording tin impressions dealing with the self-concept, attitude, role and status of the -persons depicted, 167 .

Summarize b- identifying'specificaspects ofthe'appearances that accounted for the differences discovered.

.

Develop T-shirt slogans that would communicate various self-concepts, httitudes, roles and so on. Show 164
your list to 5.10 people of different ages and occupations and have them choose the one(s) they wouibl feel 159
lost comfortable wearing,---Ktyport your fin ding in class and analyze the relationships observed between 1 77

and attitudes, self-conceits and roles. 180
187

t yourselves as a,class in a large circle. As a large howl 0f apples is passed around, select t,..e apple. Look 1.57

e apple carefully and then replace Win the bowl. Pass the bowl around again and try to identify the
apple you originally. had. Tell why you were able to identify your apple the second time around. Discuss the
significant:- of outward appearance in creating lasting first impressions.

To , disc( how easily first impressions are math, view pictures of the same person wearing several
rent gal-pews. 'Discuss reactions to the person in each caw. Summarize by describing clothing that

could he worn, to make a desired first Opression on one or more spetific,occasions4e.g., applying for a job,
going.tia new school. meetini a friend's parents). As a billow -up, select one of these occasions and create a
Collage illustrating the type of clothing you feel would be appropriate for it. Share collages and discuss what
is tieing communicate'd by the type of dress illustrated in,kach.

Survey several local businesses to discover what' is nsidered appropriate dress .1 various occupations.
Compile tilts in class and discpss possible reasons for your liqinr.T7-tlse what you learned to develop a
brochure entitled Dressing for a Job,"



OUR GOAL The de ill Cie ab e to e_
and ideals -of an

tig is a thtrgible and risible ?age
=i

-11A RNING XPER1ENCES

rking in,san211' groups and given pictures of clothing worn' throughout history, together with descriptions
of the valUes,i4dideals of various eras, match styles with, the values and ideals they prollably represent,
Share decisions in a large group discussion and point out the reasons behind them. SuOrnarize by 154°'1
comparing the styles, values and ideals of past eras with those prevalent today.

Study the evolution of the bathing suit from 1900 to the present:. Working in groups, collect pictures or,
nuke drawings to illustrate the changes in 10-year int,ervals. Compile yopr work and discuss how the
changes discovered reflect changes in values and iqtals ove,c time.

In pairs, select a decade and study the was in which values and ideals of dip times influenced clothing
choices. Report your findings in class. illustrating them' with pictures, if pciSsible. As a follow-up, stage
fashion show of clotting from various eras. In the accompanying commentary, desiiribe how each style
reflected the values an3 ideals of the era in which it was worn.

F

Interview your ..parents and grandparents to tin4:out about clothing they wore, Ash questions such as: What
did tli) clothes look like Were they comfortable? Functional? What values did they represent? How have
those values changed? Look through old photo albums, if possible. 'Report your findings in class and
illustrate with actual pictures when available, Summarize by comparing the values and ideals expressed by
clothing ow r.ume.

RESOURCE ,

ltit-

Fin several, pictures illustrating contemporary men's and women's clothing, Describe the values and ideals
ith'e'various twin, represent. 'Hunk of values and ideals that will likely be present in society ten, 30 and 5O'
years loin now. edict Ithat cl,othing will look like as a result of thosevalues and ideal



t able to a's'sess th
atttt and Personal a ppearance alfcctctl by the cultzkral
he 'ewer. -

which the caning und

RESOURCES,

Write personal definition of Nauty. Share definitions in class and identify related terms used to describe
the concept: liSing these as a bas'is for discussion. answer the following questions: What determines beauty?
llow is it determined? Why does it differ from perstn) to person, arery.tO area and country to country?
Kew-0e (letinitions to reflect new insights gamed,

View Jir /inns Gtngo . Discuss the concept beauty as seen by the inhabitRits of the village depicted. 231
Questions might include: What were the standards of beauty'in the'village? How did these standards differ
from Johnny Lingo's? What caused Mahoina to Change her conception of beauty? Summarize by relating

7--,what you learned to real-life situations you have experienced or heard about. i
Working in small groups, select ,1 culture (e.g., ft U.S. subculture or that or a .foreign country) and find 143

pictures illustrating its cf.:)ncept of beauty. Consult appropriate,retercrices to determine how these concepts, 8

originated. Present your findings to class and discuss.steps that can he taken to better, understand differing -1'61

concepts of beauty and personal appearance in the future. 183

View EthniA,Heritage. Summarize dig._ ways in winch the meaning of beauty is affected by the cultural 247
background ti+4,,,the viewer. -Invite one or more persons front different culturs to discuss how their
hackground aff,..ticts their choice of clothing. Relate what you learned to the cultural variations pointed out
in the filmstrip.

After studying types of personal el thing and physical adornment common in other cultures, prepare a slide
show illustrating your findings. Speculate about how' beauty and personal appearance are evaluated in each
of the cultures illustrated. Comp4re with the way it is evaluated in you'i own culture.

ce%

Using magazines.. newspapers and television presentations, locate examples of the typi:al American in ace cif 144
beauty. 'Share your findings in class :Hot compile a list of charatteristics of this imai4. Compare with the 140
image of beauty held by,persons in other cultures (e.g., ethnic and-relipious groups in the U.S. or p,- of 14'
foreign commies). 137

143
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SUGGESTED _COURSE GOAL. The stir( be able relate h zee

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

to personal life,

View Beeunung ]]were. Using the game "Being Aware" in the same kit, describe the characters portrayed in 103
terms of the way they are dresse_rJ. Summarize by discussing the relationship between dress and the ways in
which people are stereotyped.

Given a collection irf pictures of people dressed in a variety of different uniforms, describe each person's
occupation, Think 01 other ucc pations the persons might he engaged in (e.g., a 'nurse, waitress and
beautician mav all wear similar uniforms, as might a voliceman and security guard). Discuss the role
clothing fila s in stereotyping People by relating what you learned to real-life situations you, have
mot

Draw from a s listig various occupations and lifestyles mare star, policeman, priest, 45.
homemaker, lifeguard, surfer). Describe the person on your card. to the rest.uf the class so they can guess
who it is. After all persons have beeit identified, determine how often dress was used in the descriptions.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of attempting to categorize or describe people according to their
dress.

Brainstorm several personal appearance stereotypes (e.,g,, professional, grandmother), describing the
clothing that typifies each Discuss the importance of selecting clothing that projects the image one wants
others to receive.

Working in groups and given pictures of various clothing styles, . tantalize how persons wearing the
(different style mightight act m various situations. Discuss how clot seer] as a descriptor of personal
hehavior, whether accurate or not.



SUGGESTED
PROGRAM GOAL

The student will know how to acquire and care fr a- panel and textile products in
a manner which meets personal needs.

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal and environmental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.
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SUGGESTED COURSE' GOAL The stirdetit will be able to i ej`itte getieral terms related to _jibe and fabrics.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE RESOURCES

Working alone and using clothing textbooks for reference, complete a textile-related crossword puzzle.
Correct puzzles as a class and review missed terms. Discuss the differences between closely related and
closely sounding words.

Complete a word-search puzzle hy locating anti cricling.words related to fibers -and fabrics (words may he
printed forwards, backwards, horizontally, vertically or diagonally ). Choose live of the words you circled
and use each in a complete sentence.

100

12

8

16

Play Textile Bingo by matching definitions given orally with terms written on bingo cards. Afterward, 1

review textile terms harried by orally defining at least one which was new to you. 15

2 IO

Vieth Intrekluction to Textile', Review what u learned by writing definitions in your rtwtl word for each 106
of the textile terms presented,

Fake a field trip to a local clothing or tahriL store and nuke a list eif textile terms found on hang tags, hoard
ends and store signs. Look through a daily newspaper and add any additional terms used in clothing
advertisements. When lists are complete, organize a word puzzle design contest, Rules Entries must be,,
definition-type word puzzles (e.g., crosswords, anagrams). Entries must incorporate as many words is
possible from developed word lists. Judges and winner categories most challenging, best use of space)
are to he specified prior to the start of the contest.

Prepare a fabric exhibit for the clas.voutti based un the poster 101 burahle Pre., All Wool, C(.it,
Funky Flannel. Wide It'ah, Textile Ti Is, (Ise as a reference for future review of terms related tit fibers at
tabrics.

Read 's /er. vtites; Prepare flash cards !sin textile terms defined in the ext. l tor ft
of term: related to fibers and fabrics.

184

211



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL able 1.' outline tide basic vsses by 'Wei fabrics ire'

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

igw Discovering !iber.s c Fabrics in kit 1Clti. Make a list. of the, processes by which fabrics are made (e.g., 108
weaving, knitting., interlocking fiberslacing). Working in pairs, identify the processtes used make the
clothing you are wearin:g. Share your observations in a class discussion,-

View Milting: A' PairufBlueJeans. Write a brief summary rif the way in which the fabric for the s was 226
constructed. Share summaries in class. Compare this method of construction with others that are
used for clothing by viewing the chart "Biography of a Blouse in Teen Guide to Homernaking.

View graphic illustrations' of the various methods of fahric construction (e.g., types of weaves, types of _16

Given several fabric samples :all a mapotving glass, identity the method that was used to construct 20
each itf them. In a class disciission, indicate how von were able io tell the difference between the methods
used: 46

45
8

g with f.ttrrtns You Can Mai: Using small cardboard looms, make samples of
the 'three ask weaves plain, s3101 and twill, I varn is not available. use colored construction paper to
make samples of the weaves. Discuss similarities and differences herween the samples by pointing out the
position, ol warp and tilling, sSrns in each weave,

Invite one or mirk to demonstrate dillerent techniques r weaving,
knitting, crocheting,. knotting, tatting). Summarue the steps used iii each triricess. Look at your clothing at
home and identify the plocesstesi used no make the tahric in five or your garments, Share findings in a class
discussion.

lake ,i field trip to a fa.ftlic tnanufacturhig cotttpany (e.g., Pendleton Woolen Mills, Jantzen Khitting Mills,
Stretch and SeW) to trl cr ate processes used construct various fabrics. Summairze what you learned
by pointing out ohservations during a class d

After the haste s li hich tai rk s ire made, Write a paper descrihing how you (hulk they
may hi mark in the scar 21'+5. Share pipers in class and discuss reasons r the various predictions.

Working. ingiotips. tualse displa different methods nstitiction id then variations
let lacquard, obit you have rearmed about the plocesses of constlucting





SUGGESTED CODE GOAL The student will be able to describe the ways in which the properties associated
with various fibers, fabric structures, color and design applications and finishes
affect the final fabric.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Understanding Today's Textiles. Textiles for Everyone. Textiles for Today and/or The Textile Scene. 127
SmiTrartze-lauterrs--ttigralrect-fabric petrol/mince e. lllitt twm, fabric structures, etiror and desigi 760
application. and finishes). Investigate each property separately: 261

124
185

Fiber Type

Interview members of your family or fimily friends to determine how the introduction of synthetic fibers 127
affected their lives (e.g., ease of clothing care, diffieultiatwith fibers, effect on use of natural fibers). 8
Report your findings in class. Review the provisions of the ieittile Products Identification Act and prepare I

a chart illustrating fiber classification. Discuss the differences between general and manufacturer terms used 16
to describe fibers. , . 171

View samples of various natural and synthetic fibers. If possible, examine each under a microscope to 123
determind characteristics of the fibers. In chart form, summarize how the characteristics affect wearability 197
before application of finishes (e.g., warmth, absorbency, wrinkle recovery, strength). Relate what you 107
learned to a discussion of possible reasons different fibers are blended in fabrics (e.g., cotton and polyester, 120
wool and nylon). 155

Given labeled samples of several natural and synthetic fibers, conduct burning tests on each. Note the way
in which each fiber ignites, bums and extinguishes. Conduct acetonttests on each and note the reaction.
Summarize what you learned by identifying unlabeled fabric samples using burning aacetone tests. ,

Dye several samples of natural and synthetic fibers. Wash each several times. Compare the ability of
different fibers to retain color.

To review the characteristics associated with different types of fibers, play a textile card game. Game
Componentstotal of 52 cards:1 each naming the fiberswool, cotton, linen, silk, arcylic, modacrylic,

ass, nylon, spandex, polyester, rayon, acetate, metallic and 3 cards per fiber, each listing a different
property associated with it. Game Directions=2-6 players: I. Shuffle and deal out all cards. 2. Take turns
drawing I card from another person, moving clockwise. 3. Match sets of I fiber and 3 property cards. Place
sets face up on table as received. 4. The person with the most matched sets wins.

Using pamphlets. textbooks and other resources, develop a fiber facts booklet which includes the following:
definitions of natural and synthetic fibers, fiber characteristics and actual samples, if possible Use as
needed for future reference.

Fabric Structures

176

102
112

Select various fabric samples of similar fiber content but with different fiber and weave structures. Conduct
one or more serviceability tests on them: I Strength of yam (e.g.. compare strength of yarns twisted to 136
various degrees. compare strength of warp and filling yarns in relation to length of fibers). 2. Density of
weave (e.g., hold fabrics up to light, try to tear or puncture, compare snag resistance. flammability, feel
after washing, degree of stretching and taveling). Repeat the processes with single rind double knits.
Summarize your findings in chart form.

Color and Design Applications

Place in the botwoi or r'shoe a piece of fabric stitched .o a niece of white fabric and "wear it Jr a low
bonus. Report findings. Discuss color-fastness as it relates to the wearability of different fabrics.



rw Ctt Cloth. Working in grou fabrics using the following techniques : tie-dyeing, batik,
pipers-dyeing d yerri-dyebig. Predict the serviceability of the fabrics colored by each method. As a
follow-up, conduct vhshsbility tests on fabrics dyed in each manner. Summarize your findings in a class
discussion.

Conduct washability tests on several fabric samples with differOnt design applications (e.g., leather,
necking yarn embroidery). Summarize the relationship between design application and fabric performance.

.
Finishes r=

View Textiles les All in the Finish or Finishargs of Cloth. Make a list of the basic types of finishes applied 262
to fabrics (e.g., stain-repellents, water-repellents, flame retardants, shrinkage retardants, wrinkle retardants, 203
decorative). Collect hang tags from various clothing items and make a note of the commercial terms used to
describe each of the finishes. Summarize your findings.

View Your Clothing Can Burn. Test a variety of treated and untreated fabrics for flammabilitly4e.g., a flame 237
retardant finish can be applied to fabric by mixing I gallon hot water, 1493 borax and 403 powdered boric . 160
acid and dipping fabric in it). Summarize your findings and discuss in relation to governmental tegulations 166
related to flammable fabrics.

Collect several ces of fabric labeled water and stain repellent. Test the effectiveness of.the finishes by
Comparing the rformance of these fabrics with untreated fabrics of similar fiber content (e.g., apply drops
of water, ink, coffee). As a follow-up, compare the performance of home treated fabrics (e.g., with
Scotch-Guard) with factory treated. Summarize your findings in a class discussion.

Assemble several samples of permanent press fabrics. Compare each with untreated fabrics in terms of
wrinkle recovery and permanently pressed-in fold lines. Summarize your findinp.

Assemble several samples-of Sanforized and un-Sanforized fabric' of similar fiber content. Measure'each of
the samples and then wash and dry them. Measure again. Compare the amount of shrinkage alai occurred.
Summarize your findings.



SUGGESTED GOAL e student will be able to identify factors which rf affectect the. initial and
maintenance costs of various types of fabrics.

Select a fabric you are interested in

RESOURCES

rch the factors affecting its initial. cos (e.g., cost of fiber

seem to have the greatest impact on. 1 of fabric and report yoUr findings in class.

After choosing a type- of garment (e.g., sweater, blouse, coat, slacks), visit a Departmentdepartment store and
identify were! types of fabrics in which the garment can be purchased. Read th re labels attached to
each pent andmInake a note of the care each fabric requires. Investigate the cos of that care (e.g.,

ne washing, hand washing, dry cleaning, ironing) in terms of time, money and orgy required.
what you learned and report your finding' in clam

Interview several parents who have small children to find out about factors that affect the maintenance cost
of fabrics used in children's clothing. Questions might include: What types of fibers are easiest/hardest to
maintain? What types of fabric construction are easiest/hardest to maintain? What finishes have proven
useful in reducing maintenance costs? Summarize what you learned, in a class discussion.

With the help of one of your parents, write a short essay describing an unsatisfactory
purchase (e.g., not colorfast, too costly to keep clean, shrank when laundered properly). Te what was
!earned from the experience. Share papers in class and summarize factors described that affect the initial
and maintenance costs of the fabrics.

16



SUGGESTED CO E GOAL The student will be able to select fabrics which would be personally satisfying
and suitable forspecific clothing and textile products.

LEARNING E_ Es RESOURCES

Read "Building Your Own Image" in aide to Modern CloYhing Identify the fact e. g., colon textures, 38
uaai 4f-different

which suitability of fabric for different uses has change over the past 25 years (e.g., crocheted bathing
suits, denim dresses and suits). As a follow-up, write a short paper describing the type of fabric that you
would consider personally 'edifying for a specific clothing use.

Given pictures or drawings of several different garments artd textile products (e.g., from pattern envelopes)
together with fabric swatches, select at least one fabric which would be appropriate for each use. Be sure to
consider factor" related to fabric performsuice (e.g., durability, resiliency, flammability) and cost (both
initial and maintenance). Share selections in a class discussion. As a follow-up, identify a fabric which
would be suitable for a personal clothing or textile product use.

Working in groups, make a list of factors to consider when selecting fabric for a specific c1 othing use (e.g., 12
for Sports, cold weather, children's ng). Share lists in a class discussion. Visit a local clothing store and 8
identify five fabrics which would 'Sleet the criteria for each use. Report findings, including specific
information about each of the fabrics (e.g., fiber content, treatment, shrinkage, care requirements, price).

View "Trunk Show" from Discount Fabrics or other fabric store.-After looking at the examples of clothing 218
constructed from various patterns, choose one garment to evaluate. Considering factors important to you
(e.g., color, price) as well as factors related to suitability of fabric for pattern (e.g., weight, resiliency) and
use (e.g., durability, care, flammability), determine whether you would make the same choice of fabric for
the garment. Share evaluations in a class discussion.



1111011UGGESTED' COURSE GOAL The studen will be able to identify ways in which clothing needs Ca
for the general population and for people with special problems.

NG EXF'ERIENCES

Using Thresholds to Adult Living as a resource, make a list of reasons pe a wear clothing (e.g., protection,
rnoilasty soup identityieelf-eapresaloiN steno). Weritin iq ge,fin Mures of clothing which would
meet each of these needs. Create a collage illustrating your fin and use for future reference.

Survey members of your commupity to identify clothing needs related to occupations, age, activities,
maternity and size. Visit one ot, more specialty shops which attempt to provide these types of clothing
(e.g .. maternity wear, uMforms, small and large sizes, sports, children's wear, teen apparel)..Interview the
manager of -the store(s) to find out more about the needs of customers and how the store attempts to meet/
them. Share your findings in a class discussion.

Invite a panel of parents to discuss the clothing needs of infants and children. Ask them to identify specific 56
concerns at each age (e.g., flammability, durability, room for growth, freedom of movement, allergies to
fabric, washability). Working in groups and using available printed materials, develorlists of criteria to use
in selecting clothing for children at various ages. Share pur work as a class and compile a brochure to
distribute to interested persons.

Brainstorm types of handicaps that may require special clothing (e.g., arthritis, blindness, loss of use of limb
or amputation, wheelchair-related condition). Select a card from a stack describing various types of
handicaps and role play getting dressed with a condition you chose. Summarize what you learned. As a
follow-up, choose a particular-handicap and prepare an illustration (e.g., pictures or drawings) of types of
garments that would appropriately meet the needs associated with it. Share your work by creating a
department display.

Interview one or more elderly persons to identify the special clothing needs of this segment of the 60
popidation. Start a list of needs. Read the pamphlet Clothing for Senior Citizens and add any other clothing 51
needs identified. Share your findings in a class discussion. As a follow-up, work in groups to design articles
of clothing which would meet the needs identified. Present designs in a large group session. summarize the
ways in which the designs meet the special needs for which they were developed.

Given four profiles of unrelated individuals (e.g., basketball player, college student, office executive,
firstgrade child), identify their specific clothing needs. Using a form of your own choosing (picture story,
photographs, drawings), illustrate ways in which their needs could be met. Share your work in a class
discussion.
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ent will be able to asap., general, faetors which' affect quality and
quandlY of clothing Ilefo:c one rean.does and may want to purchase.

Read- Your Clothing Dollar. Summarize factors affect the .quality of clothing items (e.g., 101
Mar lastuma_dasles). L sate' yeat_leamert deivalcip chart deakeibing
the chuacte mediurir and high quality clothing. Gives several ready -made garments from a
local department store, develop a "quality rating" for each. Compare quality ran* with cost and discusA
reasons for the differences dbcovered.

Arrange to have a dais "White Elephant My." Bring items of clothing from o that yotipurchased but 1

after wearing/cleaning you do not like. Share items in class and' identify reasons they are considered "white
elephants." Categorize reasons in chart form (e.g., headings might include factors related to quality, care
received, ielanorrAo other clothing). On the follvilig day, work In groups to identify ways these factors
are related to the quantity of clothing lane has to weart(e.g., hasty buying and improper care decreases
size of one's wardrobe). Summarize by making a list.of ways to avoid purchasing "white elephants."

Working alone, answer the following questions: 1. How do you acquire most of your clothing (buy, make,
recycle)? 2. Are there certain items of clothing yob wear more often than others? Which ones? 3. Are there
items of clothing you wear for a longer period of time than others? Which ones? 4. Do you consider
construction features of clothing items before you buy? Which 'ones? 5. To what extent is price a
consideration in your clothing purchase? 6. Do you look at care labels before you purchase clothing? What
factors specificly do you examine? Share responses only if you wish to do so. In a class discussion,
however, summarize ways in which each of the factori relates to the quality and quantity of clothing items
a person can, does and-will want to acquire for personal use.

Given a family case study describing family income, ages and sex of family members, occupations, values,
lifestyle, activities, skills and time available, determine the-quality and quantity of clothing members of this
family would be able and would be likely to acquire. Be sure to consider each of the individual and family
characteristics described and be able to justify your determinations. Share and compare results in a class
discussion. Summarize factors which affected quality and quantity of clothing items one can, does and will
want to acquire.

Plan a vacation you would like to take and write a short description cif what you would do and how long
you would be gone. Make a list of specific clothing items you would take with you assuming: you could
spend no money: you could spend $25; you could spend $100; you could spend an unlimited amount of
money. Include descriptions related to ways of acquiring clothing and levels of quality, as appropriate.
Compare your choices with those of your classmates and summarize ways in which personal resources as
well as the price and intended use of clothing affects the quality and quantity.



N

D COURSE GOAL The student will .be able to identify the advantages and disadvantages o rious
ways of acquiring clothing.

I

As a class, brainstorm possible_ ways of acquiring clothing (e.g., home sewing, buying ready-to-wear, trading,
chart Worldng In small-groups,

identify the possible advantages and disadvantages of easili, considering cost, labor involved, reliability, skills
required and personal values. Fill in each section of the chArt and compare inethods.,Share work of sma1,1
groups in a class discussion.

-Complete a confidential checklist to identify characteristics About yourself which may be related to
Acquiring clothing (e.g., time and money resources Is, values, interests). Use your "-responses to
assess, the advantages and disadvantages for you of acquiring clothing in the following ways: buying
ready-towear, hiring a dressmaker or tailor, 'making them yourself, recycling As a class, discuss the
relationship between acquiring clothing and time, money and skills available.

Read the cage study -Selma's Secret" in Leh Get It Together: Everybody Guesses. Summarize the 175
advantages and disadvantages of remaking clothing items obtained at a thrift store. As a follow-up, visit a 72
thrift store and select an "old" garment. Compute the savings which would result ifyou were to recycle it
rather than buy a similar new garment. (Refer to Decisions About Recycling Clothing.) Report your
findings in class.

Working in groups, select an item of clothing and investigate the total cost of acquiring it in each of the
fallowing ways: sew from new fabric, remake one purchased at a thrift store, remake one already owned,
purchase new, have a dressmaker or tailor construct. (Field trips may be especially appropriate here.)
Summarize findings and determine which alternative would be best if cost were the primary consideration.

Choose an item of clothing you really want. Then assume: that you have $10 to spend for it; that you have
S20 to spend for it; that you have $S0 to spend for it. Decide how you would acquire the item in each case.
Share decisions as a class and explain reasons for making them.



SUGGESTED 03UR1114 GOAL The student will be able to identify factors to consider before acquiring
clothing which is to be used for specific purposes such as school, work,

-rWeation and formal occasions.
-

MAIMING EXPERIENCES

Invite a fashion coordinator from a local department or clothing store to discuss factors to consider when
tsar _ wu a disc a school, work, recreation). Surnmarize`what you

about colon and signA mfort, price, climb ty and mula-ise clothing.

Flay Wardrobe Ruinm of shirts, blouses, pants, skirts, coats, 'sweaters, socks, shoes, ges,
hats and so on, Mount on 3 x 5 Ards. n groups of 2-6, prpceed as m regular rummy, matching sets of three
cards with apparel items that go well together. Before a set is counted, dl players must agree that they
match. Continue until one player has used all the cards in his or her hand. Discuss factors considered in
coordinating cl thing,outfits and then identify specific purposes for which each matched outfit viould be
suitable, ii

Conduct a surrey to determine what patsots, teachers and other students feel is appropriate school wi a
Compile results grid discuss possible reasoniLIor differences and similarities discovered.

Using the chart in Dress or other similar reference, construct a checklist for determining clothing needed- 16
various kinds of activities. Make a list of the activities in which you participate (e.g., school, work, spar 20
Usingthe information from your checklist, find-pictures of two or three outfits which, would be suitable for 8
each activitY'N,Share yout work in class and summarize factors ch were considered in making the

&selections.
I

Visit a local clothing Or department store and examine the careTabels found-on clothing designed for
different purposes (e.g.,, school, recreation, formal occasions). Make a note of the types of information
given. In class, discuss, the ways in which this information can be used in selecting clothing for specific
purposes.

Working in groups an given different occupations, select five clothing outfits you feel would be
appropriate, considering activities and possible time and money available. Share results in a class discussion
and identify reasons for.the differences discovered.
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UGGGISTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to use the principles of wardrobe planning when
developing or evaluating an estimated clothing budget.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Read Your Clothing Dollar. Summarize the principles of wardrobe planning discussed. Invite a clothing 101
store representative to demcestrate the principles of wardrobe planning. Given a wardrobe inventory sheet,
take an inventory 'of your present WiTtItObeACTStiliOsikat yoinearned Abut ward-rat iderfilfk
your clothing needs and (wants and set priorities. M a follow-up, assume you have won a prize of $120,
payable in S10 installments over 12 months. Develop a plan for using the money to purchase the clothing
you identified as needed and wanted.

Complete Maxi Wardrobe at Mini du by planning a total wardrobe for yourself within a limited budget (to 116
be decided upon by the class). Summarize what you learned about keeping wardrobe costi down.

Using current magazines, find and mount pictures of a variety of clothing and accessory items. Price each. 144
Compare the cost of the items in relation to design details incorporated (e.g., plain, pockets on jeans vs. 134
embroidered pockets) and possible usability (e.g:,'plain vs. patterned sweater). Identify those items which
would be the best buy from a wardrobe coordinating standpoint. Relate to planning a wardrobe within a
given budget.

Working in groups and given a case study describing a particular family, identify clothing needs and plan 16
wardrobes for the family within different budget levels. Share results and compare differences. Identify S
wardrobe planning principles that were of greatest value in staying within budget restrictions, 45

31
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DAL tudent will be.d rle to identify varying effeethe elements an principles
design can produce whir used in clothing.

,4

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Review the elenInts and principles of design by reading a section in a textbook of your choice or by S
inviting the school art teacher to demonstrate the differences between them. Find pictures that illustrate 16
vartourusworthivelffri p o es gain clothing label each and creibillIelliT56ar Rif 313-
classroom display. 29

12

View line-Wise Is Design-Wise" and the bicCall's "Optical posters. Using a black silhouette and 208
white masking tape, create different impressions with balance, rhythm, harmony, proportion and emphasis.. 213
Itemize the many differences which can he produced by each. As a follow-up, find pictures of clothing
which illustrate the different ways lines can be used to make a person appear shorter or taller, slimmer or
wider.

View transparencies about color in Line and Color in Clothes. Using a variety of poster paints and white 115
silhouettes, illustrate how color can be used in clothing to emphasize/deemphasize different areas of the
body (e.g., by using different tints/shades and complementary colors) and produe0al ns of balance,
rhythm, proportion and harmony. Discuss the effects of the various silhouettes.

View Optical IllusionsBecoming Designs. Summarize the ways in which fabric characteristics (e.g., 212
texture, weight and design) produce different effects when used in clothing. Visit a fabric store and
compare the effect of actual fabrics when held up to a silhouette. Summarize what you learned.

Using Crayons, glue and fabric scraps, construct illustrations of the elemXts and principles of design on 5 x
7 cards. On the back of each card write a description of the effects each can be used to produce in clothing.
Use as flash cards for a review.



AL The student will be able tt
choke of clothing.

may influence the

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Working alone, write a definition of the word "beauty" as it relates to personal appearance. Share and 183
Compire with your dogmata' definitions. Identify factmthainiluelismitheilatementgle4.4mekvoup
perceptions, societal image of ideal body form). Summarize the ways in which perceptions of beauty affect
clothing choice.

Using fabric scraps available in the classroom, swatches that would make you feel:

happy comfortable
sad uncomfortable
quiet proud
boisterous unimportant

Share fabric choices with your classmates and compare differences. Summarize by discussing how personal
feelings about colors and textures_ affect the choice of clothing.

each of the following: weather or season, occupation, age and peer group, geographic location and activity.
or ng in groups, identify wayn which choice of clothing is influenced by aesthetic factors related to

Jot dawn specific examples to illustrate each case. Share your work in a class discussion.

Using current magazines and newspapers, find pictures of clothing which illustrate an ethnic design 143
influence (., mandarin collarChinese; ponchoMexican). Create a bulletin board depicting each 146
influence identified- the ways in which cultural and aesthetic preferences influence the choice 144
of clothing.

Given a descnption of a person (including personal coloring, likes, dislikes, age, culturalliackground and
activities), rind ati example of a clothing ensemble that he or she would likely find a thetically pleasing.
Justify choices while sharing examples in class.

Visit ,clothing or department stores and identify colors, tines and designs currently being emphasized, in the
clothing, Report findings in class. Discuss possible reasons these clothing characteristics change from year to
year. Summarize-by identifying hose aesthetic factors which seem to be important over time in clothing
selection.



e student will be able. to. apply elements.and principles of design to the
election of clothing and accessory items which satisfy personal needs and

nts

LEARNING EXTERENCES RESOURCES

Complete an ,analysis of your physical characteristics using the guide in ClgthingA Comprvhensive Study
or F a list of features you would like to _ and those
you w _- daephasize g clothing in the future.

elements and principles of design to emphasize and deemphasize vadous body 248
viewing Figure Flattery through Optical Illusiotr. Using hilpher paper, cut out ale-size,

T -shirt qr-dIssa front. Pin it on. With fabrid scraps or colored piper,. usexthe elements and prinWes of
(lair to create three -different 'garments" that would enhaiiie youibody characteristics. Check each in a
full-length mirror to confirm the effece. Summarize by sketching each "garment" on a separate piece of
paper and noting the elerisent(s) cir'principle(s) of design used and the' effect produced.

Select a reference of your choice and read a section which discusses the use of color to enhance skin, eye 36
and hair colorhig. Using different colored fabric or paper "garments," experiment with the effect each 16
produces on you. Summarize by listing those colors that do and do not complement your skin, eye and hair 3
coloring.

Using current magazines and catalogs, find pictures of three complete ensembles (garments and acOsSories)
you feel would meet your needs (e.g., activities, resources available) and complement your\ body
characteristics, including hair, skin -and eye coloring. Mount on 'separate pieces of paper with appropriate
explanations of why specific colors, designs and textures were choteri.

fi

Keeping in mind what you learned about the tints and principles of ,:lesign., and your personal
characteristics, select a pattern, fabric and notions a construction projeci yoli,feel would satisfy yew
personal needs and-wants. Discuss your choices with your teacher prior to the actuarpurchase, justifying
each.
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AL The ati ani win be k to expla
affects the quality andOpi of

d trip to a clouting manufacturer , Jant eiithe eonstruction of a fitment
to finish. identify methods of construction wed in the: p ethods with

Examine several ready-made garments available on the market. Compat"e in.terins.of the following; length
and type of stitching, Width of herrn and seams, fiber characteristics (content, Weaves, finishes), design
matching and price. Record findings in chart form. Summarize dis moking the relationship among
techniques which effectively produce quality garments, techniq 'ch produce, garments rapidly and
cost of garments available qn the market.

Working in groups, develop plans for masarbducing a textile product, you. (eel would well at school
(e.g., pillow, bookmark). M a class, select the most desirable Plan 'and implement in rtr.itastrnblpline
fashion. Sununadze what you learned about mass production, with special emphasis on quality control.
Relate to the clothing industry by discussing the relation between mass .production prectiCes, and the
quality of apparel available on the Market,

invite a manufacturing representative or clothing` buyer to discuss factors that influenee the type and 191
quality of clothing available on the market: Find out why designs and colors'change frorri season to season
and how they are chosen. Ask about qUality. What determines quality chosen? How is qiality controlled in
different lines of clothing? Summarize what you lamed.

Working in groups, examine samples of clothing from three or four different kinds of stores (e.g., diScount, 4
department, boutique). Compare in terms of price, quality and style. Share your findings. Using Altering 20
Ready-to-Wear Fashions or Cothing-Your Way, study the characteristics of the various types of stores and
identify factors which, may be responsible for differences in the quality, price and style of the apparel they
carry. Report firMiligs in a class discussion.



be able to &Viola the impor ce of legislation which has
o protect and,gssist consumers in making wise clothing decisions.

XPERIENCRS

Read chapter11 in Textiles for Homes and People. Select one clothin
the

he.cOrtsUrnerin making clothiiiidecisions.

brvite a pc from. the Oregon Coniumer League or State of Oregon Consumer Services Division to
discuss' Ways in whioR textile legislation has been used to resolve consumer cOmplaints. Summarize what
you letirned.

Collect current magazine and,rkwspaper articles dealing with clothing and textile legislation, including 138
issues. Share articles In clasartd-ixplain how the legislation discussed affects the consumer in making
clothing decisions. Summarize by listing several reason' s.such legislation is important.

148
133
1-32

View Fire, Fabrics, and You! Summarize theimportance of flammability legislation passed to protect the 249
consumer. As a follow-up, investigate the controversy surrounding flammable fabric legislation. Debate to 160
'illustrate both sides of the issue or stage a demonstration of the flammability of various kinds of fabrics. 166
Summarize the problems which might result if fabrics were used for the wrong purposes.

Think of a time' ypu or your family had a textile-related problem. Write a description of the problern and
place it in a bag..Working in groups of four, select four descriptions from the bag. Idtritify specific laws
which, had their ptovisiofis been used or enforced, may have prevented the problem (e.g., reading care
instructions or identifying fiber ty,pe): Share findings in class and summarize the importance to the
consumer of clothing and textile-reted legislation.





SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The .strrrlettt t>till he able to ide
ling purchaser.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

nsioner ii arailabk

Read chapter 6 in Guide to Modern Clothing. Make a list of the sources of consumer information available 38
to the clothing purchaser, Add others you can think of. Working in groups, select one source to investigate. 135
Find out where it can be located and what types of information it provides. Share your findings in class. As 136

- a follow-up, complete one or both of the following: 82
211

Design a bulletin hoard for a school or department display illustrating the various sources of
consumer information available to the clothing purchaser.

Set up a clothing consumer information center by assembling books, ptuuphlets and other res
material that would help other students make wise clothing purchases,

View "The Textile Ilangtag in The Textile Scene, Make a list of the types of information found on 1.1-1

clothing hangtags and labels, Working in groups, examine three or four ready-mode garine..ts .ind make. a ti
note of the types of information found on their labels and hangtags. Share findings in class. Summarize by -45
identifying the use to Mich cacti of the types of information can he put by the clothing purchaser. As a

follow -up, use whit you learned to prepare a hangtag for a garment you construchn the future.

Using current magazines arid newspapers, locate several clothing :idvertisements. Working in groups. 144
evaliiate the ads on the basis of the amount and usefulness of the information provided. Label them as 134
either "useful," "moderately useful,- or "useless.- As a clais, summarize the factors that determine the 146
category in which an ail should he placed. Illustrate what you learned by preparing a bulletin board for 140
classroom display.

Select im article of clothing yon wine i like to add to your wardrohe. Make a list of the types of
information you would like to have before purchasing it. Locate these types of information and make
rtctwn laved on what yon legined. Prepare a written report i-lescrihing yc,tir selection and the source:

intiirrnatiort used to make it.

Winking in groups, hraittstiirin ways in which clothing might he purchased iii the year 205ft Share ideas
with your classmotes. Using these ideas. discuss ways i which the types cud soirees cif ertnsiniter
information _may change. Summon/0 by writing a group prediction 'entitled, 'Ile Clothing Iii iliasei and
Consumer Inhumation in the Year 2050.-



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The strident will be able to assess the workmanship, fit and suitability of
apparel and text e items prior to acquisition.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Vigil/ Clothing for the Life You Lead or The Wizard of Good Appearance. Summarize factors that should 227
be considered in assessing the workmanship, fit and suitability of clothing items. , 234

Working in groups and using a bulletin board or posters with the headings "Did You Ever Buy Something 38
That Did Not Fit?" and "Did You Ever Buy Something That Wore Out Too Fast?" develop suggestions for
ways these problems could he avoided. Illustrate each with appropriate drawings or pictures. Share work in
class and post for future reference.

Invite a salesperson or buyer from a clothing or department store to discuss ways of evaluating the 5

workmanship, fit and suitability of apparel and then, working in pairs, select an apparel or textile item and 4
develop a checklist ,for use in evaluating its workmanship, suitability and fit (if appropriate). Share 8

checklists. Look at a variety of,apparel and textile items (actual and pictures) and evaluate using your 16

checklists. Summarize findings in a class discussion.

Wear or bring to class an article of clothing you rely like and feel good in. Working alone, write a short
'--Raper describing the part -workmanship, fit and suitability play in your feelings toward the article. Share

descriptions in class. Summarize those characteristics under -each `category (e.g., workmanship, fit and
sistlability) which were thought most important to personal satisfaction with clothing purchases.

In a large group situation react to the statement "Suitability Is an Old-Fashioned Word." Working in
groups, identify reasons clothing may or may not be suitable (e.g., weather, occasion, body characteristics).
Share responses and summarize factors that need to be considered in assessing the suitability of personal
clothing items.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to explain procedures for returrttng apparel and textile
products which have proven unsatisfactory,

LEARNING EXTJERIE RESOURCES

Invite a panel of persons from several local retail establishments to explain store policies and procedures for
the return of unsatisfactory apparel and textile merchandise. Ask questions. Is there any merchandise that
is nut returnable? Why? How do returns affect store profits and costs to consumers? Are there special
conditions attached to returning different types of merchandise? What happens to returned merchandise?
Summarize findings and compare differences and similarities among stores.

Working in small groups and using redress scenarios froni Redress: Examining the Issues, determine whether
the defective products illustrated should be returned. Justify your decisions. Summarize what you learned
by making a list of legitimate and illegitimate reasons for returning apparel and textile product items.

As a class, rule play returning apparel and textile products for various reasons and with different outcomes
(e.g., T-shirt with laded trim, jeans with broken zipper, found a better buy, style or color, article didn't fit,
salesperson was rude, custornie was rude, refund/exchange given or not given). Analyze each situation by
answering-these questions:

Was the return justified? WI-1y? Why not?

Was the outcome equitable'? If not, what more could have been done?

Did comumnication/attitude affect the outcome?

Use what you learned to develop a set of guidelines for returning apparel and textile product items as a
follow-up.

119

Inv* a speaker from the Better Business Bureau or Oregon Consumer League to discuss procedures for
registering consumer complaints when not satisfied with a store's action. Summarize what you learned in
relation to where to go or write and what to say or do when registering complaints about apparel or textile
products.

Given case studies describing unsatisfactory apparel and textile product purchases, prepare an appropriate 20
letter of complaint. Share in class and vote to select two or three of the most effective, Prepare a cover 38
letter explaining the class purpose for writing the letters and mail to a local store manager asking for his or
her reaction. Share responses later in class.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will he able to determine the rights and resftortsibilities of the
clothing consumer and the rlo thing indus

LEARN NG EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View The Textile Scene. Make a list of rights and responsibilities of the clothing consumer as given in the 124
filmstrip. Use these to, develop a list of rights and responsibilities of the clothing industry.

Read chapter 6 in Guide to Modern Clothing. Make a list. of the clothing consum 's rights and the
responsibilities associated with each. Prepare a bulletin board which explains these rights and
responsibilities. Display lowther members of your school.

Invite a panel of speakers representing the clothing industry and clothing consumer to discuss rights and
responsibilities of each. Examine problems created through misuse of products, ignorance, fraud, and
consumer or seller behavior. Summarize what you learned_

View Let the Buyer Prepare. Divide class into two groups, one representing consumer responsibilities and -)54
one business responsibilities. Debate a clothing purchase situation (e.g., you need a washable ski outfit, but
you buy one that is "dry clean only." You wash it anyway, and it shrinks). Summarize (lie main points
presented front each viewpoint,

Role play situations related to clothing consumer and clothin-, industry rights and responsihilities. For 161

example. given the following garment failures, who is responsible'? 7

Poor fit due to relaxation shrinkage or stretching
Discoloration eased by chemical finishes
Holes resulting from contact with corrosive chemicals, inset
1141e in garment when first purchased
Skin irritation due to labric

age, mildew'

What is the consilmer's responsibility in making informative labeling work? What is the consumer`-
responsibility in clothing safety? What is the consumer's responsibilq,.y' in elation to fabric criminal-ice?



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The stude,zr will be able to apple.' op-fing procedures to the purchase o
personal and family clothing items.

LEAkN1NG EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Read Your Clothing Dollar, Summafize steps discussed that lead to effective shopping. Working in groups,
develop lists of critce-rta for assessing the quality of various types of garments. Visit a local clothing or
department store and evaluate several garments using the criteria, Report findings in class and discuss when
and fur whom each would be a good purchase.

Bring to class a purcir ou recently made which you feel was either a govt d or bad buy. Explain the, 70
reasons for your feelings. Dis! uss theNfollowing q -rstions.

101
38

Why do prices vary from floor to floor in a store? front one s
What can be learned from past purchases?
How reliable are brand names?
When is a sale really a side?
What pitfalls result front impulse buying'?

another?

Summarize what you learned by developing a list of procedures to use when making future clothing
purchases.

Read "A Sale Is Not Always a Sale," "Hang Tag How To," "Behind the Ads" and "Look for the Label" in 175
Let 's Get It Together- Evervhodv Guesses. Relate what you learned tc, vast clothing purchases. Develop a
list of effective procedures to use in making future clothing choices,

Using current newspaper clothini :. advertisements, locate terms used which relate to "sales"
end-oLscason, special purchase, regularly priced, clearance, close -o seconds, fire). Analyze each in terms
or real versus apparent meaning. Create a bulletin board illustrating t you. learned,

Given the following case study, visit several local stores to determine whether, where and when the
described clothing items should he purdrased. Share findings in class and justify i ions.

Becky and her twin brother Andy are high school students who need to add these items to their
wardrobes:

Becky: pant shoes, jeans, knee socks, T-shirt. semi-formal dress, scarf.
A Jeans, tennis shod, socks, T:shirt, dress shirt, Felt.

Close tri their home are the following kinds of stores. Focally owned department store; secondhand 1

clothing store; mall with specialty shops selling shoes, jeans, T-shirts, fabrics: variety stores, catalog
store, a large chain department store, Both Becky and Andy enjoy sewing. Each has a part rink' job
:mil must purchase clothes with her and his .fwn money.

1 Ake an invent try of our current wardrobe. Make a list nem.. d. For each item, write a short
description of the fac rs you will msider before purchasing. Visit several local stores and determine
which would he the tttost appropriate place to purchase each acm.Save for future use.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to suggest creative ways worn, o -of-style or poorly
fitted fabric or apparel items can be made usable.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View transparencies Your Wardrobe Recycled or read How to Recycle Clothing by Restyling and Making
Over Summarize techniques suggested for recycling and restyling various clothing items. As a follow-up,
select one technique (e.g., applique, application of trim) and prepare a demonstration for the rest of the
class.

129
73

Using paper dolls or basic dressmaker patterns, illustrate ways various garments could be restyled or 4
recycled by lengthening, shortening, adding insets, overlays, trims or lace. Prepare final before-and-after 50
displays tiling pictures or, drawings, Mount on bulletin board or create actual models for exhibit in display 58
case.

Bring an item of clothing that needs a "face lift" or other alteration. Hold a class brainstorming
competillion to see who can think of the most creative and practical ways to make the garments wearable 16

(e.g., repair, re-cut, trim, dye, embroider, applique). Select the method which appeals most to you, study 38
procedures involved and apply them. Take before-and-after pictures for school or classroom display. 17

Take an inventory of your wardrobe. List those clothing items you no longer wear and determine why,
Suggest two ways each item might be made usable. Share suggestions in class. Implement, if possible,

As a class or ,FHA project, collect secondhand clothing items, Repair for persons needing clothing (e.g.,
handicapped, childreh, the elderly). Evaluate results of your work,



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able try suggest ways in which fabric scraps can sotnetirtes
he made into useful items.

LEARNING EXPERWNCES

Take a field trip to a crafts fair, flea market or bazaar to identify creative ways of using fabric scraps.
Working in groups and given five pieces of fabric.from the class scrap box, brainstorm ways of using them
(e.g., potholder, appliance cover, scarf, hat, 44)w, belt, apron. Christmas ornament, patchwork, applique,
purse, bathing suit, napkin, placemat). Share ideas and develop a list of possibilities. Select one and create a
usable item. Evaluate results in terms of time, energy, cost and satisfaction.

After brainstorming ways to use fabric scraps, survey a sample of the school population to determine the
possible market for each. Select one or more items to produce in a factory-like manner. Sell the items
produced and use the proceeds to carry out a public service project.

,

Using several pattern books, identity patterns with pieces that could be cut from fabric scraps (e.g, yokes,
sleeves, pockets, cuffs, collars, trims). Select a pattern and create a new garment using only scraps. Evaluate
results.

Viov a deinonstration illustrating ways of saving fabric during pattern layout. With the fabric you saved,
make either a garment or non-clothing item for personal or family use.

Invite a senior citizens' group to demonstrate and. us quilting techniques. Use what you learned to
design and construct a quilt as a class project. Donate it a an appropriate person or cause.

RESOURCES

7



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able trr identify sources of recyclable fabric and apparel
items which may be present the h me, Jamily or communitY.

LEARNING EXPERWNCES RESOURCES

Working in groups, brainstorm possible sources of recyclable fabric and apparel items (e.g., your closet.
thrift store,., attic, rummage/garage sale). Develop a questionnaire and interview members of your
community (e.g., family, friends,' thrift store managers) to determine the extent to which each is available.
Share findings in clast.

Conduct a treasure hunt at a home and bring one recyclable fabric or apparel item to class. Share
"treasures and summarize the types found. Swap items, if desired, and create usable new items from them.
Perhaps develop plans for distrihdting them to someone who could use them.

Organize a fabric and apparel drive in your school or community. Plan and implement a project for utilizing
the items collected. Summarize what you learned about sources of recyclable fabric and apparel items.

Take a field trip to a local thrift store and identify types of recyclable fabric and apparel items available.
S'ummarize findings and discuss in relation to other possible sources of recyclable fabric and apparel items.

Take a fabric and apparel inventory of your home. List all items currently being used Share findings in
class. Summarize types of recyclable fabrics and apparel one might expect to find at home. Suggest other
possible sou: .A.,s or the same or similar items.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student be ale try select, 4ise and care equip, it used in tli
constrUction process.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Complete Tooling Up to learn the names and uses of equipment used in sewing. Draw from a paper bag a 126
picture of a piece of equipment. Identify the name of the item and write a short description of its use.
Share pictures and descriptions in a class discussion.

View Use of Basic Sewing Equipment Play an equipment guessing game by having a classmate pin the name 219
of an equipment item to your back. Guess what your item is by asking questions about its characteristics ,35
and use. Follow up by investigating use and care procedures for your item. Prepare a demonstration for the 5

rest of the class.

Read chapter 9 in Guide to Modern Clothing Given a description of a construction project (e.g., pants, 38
apron, shirt ), determine which pieces of sewing equipment would be helpful in carrying it out. Given one or 88
more budget restrictions, evaluate your choices and determine which items could be eliminated. Suggest
ways tine could improvise to meet needs. Share findings in class.

Take a field trip to a fabric, sewing or department store to view available sewing equipment. Ask a
salesperson or manager to discuss criteria which should be used-in selecting various types of equipment. 35
Summarize what you learned by developing checklists to use in selecting each type of equipment. Follow 5

up by using a checklist to select a piece of equipment you may like to purchase in the future 149
55

View How to a Sewing Machine or l You and Your Sewing Machine. Read the instruction manual that 105
came with your school or home_ sewing machine. Identify parts of the machine, their function and proper 221
use. Practice threading and using thg machine. Rewrite the manual instructions so a very young child could
undgstand them or redo one section using only nonverbal directions (e.g., pictures, drawings). Share your
work in a chess discussion.

View filmstrips in First la' Tor .Serving Machines. Given a hypotlfetical sewing machine problem 10,)
skipped stitches, breaking thread, tangled thread, fabric won't move), list ways to solve it and ways it could O2
have been prevented. Share findings in class discussion.

Invite representative I rom a sewing machine company to demonstrate proper use and care of the sewing 57
machine. Ike what you learned to clean your school or home sewing machine.

10 review the processes tit selecting using and caring for sewing equipment, ctttttpleie a crossword pu/z1 1_00

('heck AllSWerti to sec how itich you learned.

4



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to select patterns,
given construction project.

rics and notions appropriate for a

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Figure Your Type and Size. Working in pairs and using available charts and posters, complete
personal measurement chart and determine your figure or physique type and size

202
204
222
207
209-

Read What Pattern Type and Size for You or pages 239-241 in Guide to Modern Clothing. Identify factors 99
to consider in selecting a pattern. t3sing available pattern books, select two or three patterns which would 38
be suitable for you. Choose one for a construction project, if desired, and determine the size you would
need.

View Begin with the Pattern or Know Ycur Pattern. Using an actual pattern, identify the types and uses of 240
the information given on the pattern envelope. Practice determining the type and amount of fabric and 253
notions needed for. Various types and sizes of patterns.

View t lmstrips in How to Select Fabrics for Garments. Complete one or of the following activities:

Examine fabrics which illustrate
design printed off-grain
nap
woven, plaid or check
small and large overall prints
even and uneven stripes and plaids
loose and firm weaves
nKelty yams and weaves
single and double knits

Summarize, facto to consider in using each for various types of patterns and construction projects.

Given bolt end labels, find the following information: fiber content, fabric width, finishes, care
instructions, manufacturer and price per yard. Discuss reasons for using this information when selecting
fabric for construction projects.

111
215

Take a field trip to a local faic store to view types of fabrics and notions available for construction 35
proltcts..Ask a salesperson or manager to discuss procedures for selecting appropriate fabrics and notions.
Summarize what you learned by preparing a checklist to take with you when purchasing fabric' and notions
in the future.

Worlopg in groups and given three pattern envelopes, select fabrics from the class scrap box which would be
appropriate in terms of fiber content, color, design and texture. Share choices in a class discussion. ,

Invite a salesperson from a local fabric store to discuss advantages, disadvantages and uses of various types
of notions (e.g., zippers, thread, tapes, trims), linings, underlinings and interfacings. Ask him or her to bring
samples to view, if possible.

Complete Be Fiber-Wise jr Goo
construction project.

Relate what you learned to the selection of fabric for 3 104

Plav /Votions Nation. Summarize what you learned about selecting notions for patterns, 2_10

46



SGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able _ prepare fabrics, patterns and pa
in constructing apparel or textile products.

or use

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOUI CES

Read Grain in Fabric. Given several samples of fabric, find lengthwise grain, crosswise grain, selvage, bias 70
and true bias. Evaluate the grain perfection of each sample. Pikuss the significance of what you learned in
terms of laying out a pattern.

Read chapter I I in -Guide to Modern Clothing pr chapter 18 in Steps' in Clothing Skillsor view a 38
demonstration of preparing fabrics for construction projects. Identify three methods of preshrinking fabric
and explain when each' is used. Identify methods of straightening fabric and explain when each is used.
Practice preshrinking and straightening fabric dmples. Apply. what you learned during an actual*
construction project.

Read Permanent Care Labels. After purchasing fabric for a construction project, cut off a 3 x 5 piece and 83
trace the size on a piece of paper, Preshrink the 3 x 5 piece and determine the amount of shrinkage.
Compare with our classmates. Summarize the importance of reading permanent care labels and
'appropriately pr 6nking fabrics before cutting,

View Using a Pattern. View a pattern layout and
out and cutting a pattern in sequence. Follow 4te-

Ring demonstration, Develop a checklist o use n laying 220
63
20

during an actual construction project.

Read Planning Plaids. Summarize factors to consider when laying it and cutting even and ureven plaids. 83

Apply what you learned as appropriate during an actual construction project.

View demonstration of measuring pattern pieces to evaluate probable tit. Practice measuring and altering
a sample or actual pattern.



SUGGESTED CI. GOAL The student will be." able tt applv basic -onstructiol technirlt
preparation- of a sewn product.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Cs to the

EREES

Using- pattecits. for similar garments from three or four pattern companies, compare_ instructions and
illustratiormgiven. Summarize meanings of each and discuss similarities and differences observed.

View demOnstrations of basic construction techniques (e.g., staystitching, seams, darts, sleeves, zipperS,
trims, gathering, seam and hem finishes, buttonholes, clipping, grading, understitching, interfacing, lining,
underlining, topstitching, fittin8, altering) or complete one or more self-instructional kits or read one or
more textbook explanations/descriptions. Summarize masons for and importance of each technique.
Prepare samples of each procedure and practice techniques during the construction of an actual project.

16

35'
S

97
12
49

Develop contrail fur constructing a sewn product for yourself or someone else. Include eehniques to be 42
used,- time of completion and quality specifications. Evaluate your 4ork Jttrelation to the terms of the 77

f.contract. 113
8

.182
196
162

1..72

' 3

'17

28

87
I SO



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student -will be able to demonstrate the various methods which can be used
to mend or-repair textile and apparel products.

'LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Read The Forgo ere cArt of Mending. Patching and Menditig Wool Garments or Clothing Repairs. 94
Brainstorm other methods which can he used to mend or repair textile and apparel products (e.g., iron-on 81

patches, appliqu6,-embroidery). Summarize by discussing the suitability of each method for various Npair 61
tasks_

Observe demonstrations of garment mending and repair (e.g., replacing a zipper; hand and machine darning; 153
patching; repairing a straight, (hagonal or three-cornered tear). Compare cost, time required, durability and 86
appearance of the various methods, Practice one more of the techniques by preparing a sample or
mending an actual textile or apparel product.

Given several textile or apparel products in need of inor repairs, work in pairs or teams to determine what
needs to be done and to suggest repair methods_ view suggestions in a class discussion, select the best
methods and complete the needed tasks_

Plan a -Stitch Shop, day in class. Bring textile or apparel items from home in need of mending and provide
a repair service for faculty and'students: Determine procedures to use for each nein and carry than out.
Evaluate success on the basis of time involved, money saved or earned, and satisfaction.

Collect repairable te_Ole and apparel products 'no longer needed by your family or --(immunity..
members. Carry out appropriate mending. Donate items to a charitable organization in your community
(e.g., Red Cross, Salvation. Army, nursing homeli,



SUGGESTED` COURSE GOAL The student will be able to interpret the inforrrtation used on textile and
apparel product care labels.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Collect a variety of clothing care labels. Note terms and symbols used_on them. Read Permaneni,Care 82
Labels to discover meanings of ter-ins and labels. Follow up by drawing a fabric care label from a bag. 163
Explain what your label means to the rest of the class,

View "Textile.labels" in Uridetstanding Today's Textiles. Summarize types of information which legally 127
must he included on textile and apparel product care labels as well as other types which may be useful. 38
Create a fabric care label for 'a textile or apparel product of your choice, including required as well as
helpful information. Share labels and use them to create a bulletin board for future reference.

Assemble a collection of fabri and garments that have care labels attached. During a lab period, compare
the results of following and ncbt following the recommended care procedures. Discuss the usefulness of the
various fabric care labels.

Invite a person' from a lopl laundry or dry cleaning business to discuss care -label information. Summarize
the need for and importandekot such information.

Given a sample of a family's laundry, sort clothing according to fabric care labels. Su man- - by discussing
how you made your decisions.



rf
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The student will be able to use laundry products, equipmen and procedures
apprvpriate for various types of textile and apparel Items.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

View The PLUM& Of Cleanliness or Care of Textile Fabrics. Suminarize
equipment and procedures used to clean various textile and Opera items.

s learned abou products, 233
221

tergentsIndepth update '76; Be a Better Buyer of Laundry`Aids; Be a Better Buyer of Bleaches; .64
I -DmargetticitaP-Iirmi-bateedering-;-&-a-141,11eir-Buyer of Sterches-end-F lligheil or--The _ 5

k. Make a list of the types cif laundry products available on the market (e.g., detergents, seeps, bleaches, 52
ches, fabric softeners). Using a worksheet from Learning About Laundering, visit a supermarket and 54

identify the characteristics of varioupypes and brands of laundry aids. Compare similarities and differences 95
observed iriterms of uses, cos and pRoduct claims. Discuss Multi-use characteristics of products identified 114
and silliest alternatives to sin gem products (e.g, baking soda, vinegar). 99

Com te Suds or Your Duds or Today's Washbasket. Summarize what you learned about choosing 122
products temperatures and proCedures appropriate for various textile and appaeil items. Using Different 1'25
Suds for Different Duds and given a list of items.to be laundered, suggest appropriate procedures and 201
products to use.

Collect magazine and newspaper advertisements for various laundry products. Share in class and compare
clairns,(Select two or three to test in a laboratory situation. Evaluate results in relation to claims.

Read Judging How Much Laundry Detergent. to Use. Collect several soaps and detergents and compare 71
results using different quantities of the products in different water temperatures. Summarize by discussing
the costs and benefits associated with' hot versus cold water and greater versus lesser amounts of the
products (e.g.4 cleanliness, sanitation, money outlay, -energy use, fabric life, fabric appearance and
environmental impact). Follow up by holding a class debate on the topic "Clothes need to be washed after
each time they are worn."

Obtain a piece of fabric, cut into 15 equal pieces and number in three 1-5 sequences. Stain each piece with 100
four different stains in the.sarne manner (e.g., grass, food, grease, ink). Use the three strips 1 as controlssand . 20
then launder the three sets of. strips 2-5 using the following procedure:one set in hot water, one in Warm, 114
one,in cold: 16

85
2detergent
3soap
4detergent andrbleach
5-:pre-wash Deatment and detergent

Else results to develop a simple chart describing appropriate treatments
bulletin board for future reference.

or di eren types of stains. Post on

Invite an appliance satesperson ar, utility company representative to demonstrate proper use and care (-4-

laundry equipment. Apply what you learned when using equipment at school ,m at !ionic_

ViSit a dry cleaning establishment or invite a person from one to learn about dory cleating procedures and
uses. investigate the costs and benefits of dry cleaning versus hand washing. Summarize findings in terms of
time and money cost and overall results.

1)- youArrange to take over your family's fabric and :apparel washing/ weeks.cleaning for two weeks. raw upon what
learned in class and refer to appropriate references as needed. Report results by comparing Troducts.
equipment and procedures used as well as by identifying problems which occutred and ways they were
resolved. 77--



n for clothin nd textile e.

RESOURCES

'raking eare of Clothint Summarize general factors to consider in caring for clothing and textile 232
items (e.g., d r. use procedure, repair, preventivie mfflasures, seasonal care), Write a short paragra
describin&hoW cons eradon of one or more of these facts might benefit you and your family.

"-An-ounos-of. 1-Read -Fix New-Ciothet and Thrh
a list of types of prorentive -care be used to make clothing and other textile,

items.last longer. Carry through with one or more ,pf the/suggestions.

Interview your parentsr-or other ad to determine ways mistrlatment of clothing has affected its 38
appearance, usefulness, durability andse of maintenance. Collect examples, if possible. Share findirtksin 20
cliss and develop suggestions fof avoiding e problems discovered. Follow by devising a plan for personal 16
of family clothing care on a daily wee y and seasonal basis. Carry out your pAn and report results
periodically in etas.

Take an inventory of your wardrobe to identify, clothing items not worn. Determine which items could-be
made wearable by cleaning or repairing. Develop a plan for carrying out the necessary procedures '`Report
results in class and explain how you intend to keep all clothing items wearable in the future.

Arrange Jo assist a young child. with'' his or her clothing care for a week or two. Develop strategies and
techniques yo will use to encourage him or her to care for his or her own clothing in the future.
Implement, Share plans and results in a class discussion.

t



L The student will be able to describe ways to minimize the damage which dm
tr to clothing and textile products during storage.

View a display of clothing and textile Abducts which have been damaged during storage by insects, 16
chemicals, sun; mildew or fumes. Working in groups, select one type of damage and research way_ s of 45
preventing it Share firidings by oral or written reports or a class round robin discussion.

Read the IA:maltose study:

Jamie came home tired from camp, took off his hiking boots and put them in the corner of his damp
garage. He hastily threw his wet raincoat in the hall closet and stuffed the T-shirts he hadn't worn in a
drawer with his flashlight batteries. (He really had to push to get the drawer closed) lie then piled
the dirty cldthes from his pack on top of a shirt which had been stained with ketchup the week
before and threw his sneakers on top of the rest of the shoes in his Closet. After taking a hot shower,
Jamie crawled ihto bed for a good night's sleep.

Working in groups, make a list of the storage procedures Jamie used that might result in clothing and/or
textile damage. Share lists and discuss how and why this damage would occur. Suggest alternatives to the
storage piocedures Jamie used and justify your choices.

Invite a museum curator to discuss procedures used to store clothing and textile collections. Summarize 151
what you learned and suggest ways this information could be applied to personal and family storage
practices.



SUGGESTED °DUI-- AL The student Will be able to suggest' ways in which existing storage space for
clothing, textiles and accessories can be made more usefut

LEARNING E ERIEjkleES

Using books, magazines and catalogs, locate ideas for making storage space for clothing, textiles and 131
accessories more useful. Develop a visual display of the ideas you discovered. Share displays in a class 20
discussion and post for future reference. 38

Invite a_panel of put:00_4nd students to_share ideas about irnprov' usefulness of stoinge space for 16
clothing, textiles and accessories. Summarize ideas presented and choose one to implement, if possible. 2

41

After searching ota ideas for improving storage space, "invent" an item you haven't seen but which you feel 12
would be useful. Present in a class discussion using drawings or a made( of the item. Create the real thing, if
possible.

Choose an existing storage space for clothing, textiles and accessories to evaluate. Analyze how that space
could be made more useful. Describe both major and minor changes that could be made and the costs pf
doing so. Implement one or more of the suggestions, if possible.

Working in groups, develop solutions to storage-related problems described i ase studies (e.g., the
shoulders of Mary's dresses get dusty, Susan's closet is always a mess, Bill and rally do not have enough
closet space and cannot afford to purchase new storage furniture). Share solutions a class discussioh,

Brainstorm ways materials already on hand could be used for storigg clothing, textile and accessory items
(e.g., flat boxes, shoe boxes, cup hooks, silverware tray, mailbox). Select one idea and develop a plan for
using it in storing personalifamify clothing, textile and accessory items. Follow up by evaluating the way in
which these items are stored in a room or home of your choosing. Develop a total plan for more effectively
storing them.



AL The sttu ent will b able to pack appropriate thing aced acceasortes fn

h a Golden Touch_ Identify factors o consider in sJecting angsoordinating a wardrobe for 217
travel.

Read in a reference of your choice about selecting and packing clothing for travel. Summarize what you 20
S- activitiea-and-routines. 16

8

Invite a representative from a travel agency (e.g., bus, train, airline, navel bureau) to discuss packing
clothing for travel. Ask about weights allowed as well as specific. procedures to follow. Summarize main
points covered.

Working in groups and given travel-related case studies, use appropriate references to identify. items which
need to be packed and to describe how they need to be packed. Examples of travel might include a
backpacking trip, Hawaiian vacation, bus trip, European vacation or weekend outing. Share plans in class
and summarize principles used to develop them (e g., pack items to be used first_ on top; consider
availability of laundry facilities; consider wrinkle recovery and visibility of soiling; consider climate,
activities and weight).

Think of a trip .you are going to take or one you would like to take. Develop-a plan for electing and
packing the items you will need during the travel. Share plans in class and justify your choices.

After learning about selecting clothing for travel, play'"I'rn going on a trip to . (use gfoups of four4r
five)Arrange seating in a circle and choose a trip location. Start by having one person say "I'm going on a
trip to and I'm going to pack " The second person' then says, -"I'm to pack (what
the first person said) and _ _ _ - Continue around the circle until only one person c not remember all
items said previously. Afterward, discuss reasons items were chosen in relation to nciples learned about
selecting clothing for travel.



t
SUGGESTED

PROGRAM GOAL'

The student e to `distinguish between various forms of handcraft
products and the processes b 3.v4iich they 'ate made.

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal and environmental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.



SE GOAL Tice student will be a we tp t y ryes ref {t tdetaft skills.

Brainstorm a list of handcraft skills. In. shall groups,:cniate:eoPagcs apiCting handcrafted textile products
made using various handcraft skills. Rotate collagesto istothei:group_and have the group identify and label
the various handcraft skills illustrated in the picturei..Diiplailptieled.01140 for all class members to view.

_ In small grotips, generate a list of handcraft e;'4.4i.of.idLgt4ups. Individually, select one or
two of the handcraft skills identified and list ways the Skill could be used in clothing or home furnishings.
Bring examples or find pictures to illiistrate wherftShiring,iile

.

s

View Tex tiles or How To Do Textiles Filmstilp-andliist:all' handcraft skills shown. Asa class, discuss varied 258.
uses of these handcraft skills. 251

Draw a problem situation (e.g., hole in jeans, need-.a
skills, select one or more as possibilities for solving
round robin discasafor.

Jsin .a previously generated fist of handcraft
problem. Share problems and solutions in .4 Glass

Locate a piece of clothing or textile product ip tl home economies department or bring n
home. Display items for, the cPass and identify, ways in Which .hInderafts could be used to dniianee

26
31

them.
I

Arrange classroom seating in a circle. Given ar picture of a handcraft skill and a sheet of paperii a use
of the handcraft skill pictured by noting it on the paper., Pass pictures and paper to the right. Add an
additional use--to the, paper. you receive. Ns, plaints and paper again and continue until pictures return to
the .person they ,started with Present or post your original pictures and summarize the malty uses gerterated
by other class members. These uses might thm lie.,..grouped into categories or discussed in terms of
feasibility or other criteria..

After inv lgating the development of :a-selected handcraft skill evaluate the importance and use of the
skill as it, rela s to such things as leisure nine, 'decotating, gifts, therapy, individualizing clothing and the
revival of historical skills, Share feelings:in a class discussion.

Invite a panel' of senior citizens to discuss arid display' handcraft skills used through the ages. Ask
specifically: To What uses can handcraft skills be put? Of what importance are handcraft skills' Follow with
a disciissi,li of stereotyping as it relates to handcraft skills.

Develop'a questionnaire about the use of handcraft skills, Include questions related to age, sex, handcraft
skills used cost involved, when and where skillS are used and why and how often handcraft projects are
completed. Use the questionnaire to survey members of the community. Tally findings and report results in
class.

As a,class, investigate and become , fame liar with various handcraft skills. Take a field trip to a boutique or
piohper museum to see a variety of uses for handcraft skills. Upon return, compare the uses seen with those
identaticdtthrctugrh research., Develop a display of the many uses of handcraft skills using pictures, hooks,
articles and real items.

Visit a handcraft fair grid interview crafts peoplt. about the many uses of handcraft skills (e.g., reiaxatiein
hohby, vocation, creative 'Outlet, art form, money raising activity, leisure, therapy). Compile lists and share
results in (lass.

Select a picture t,f a hail dc.raft project it bring a sample handcraft constructed at home. Investigate he
of the handcraft skill. Report findings by discussing contry of origin, =original purpose, original

materials anti comparison oforiginal use of the handcraft with Hire use of the handcraft today.

Stn

25



AL The student will -be able to suggest ways in which handcrdfts can produce
personal satisfaction and heighten cultural awareness.

AR NG EXP IENCES RE uRcts

BrainstOrm personal satisfactions from engaging in handcraft experiences (e.g., preserve memories, creative
outlet, using time constructively, using leftover supplies). Summarize by relating individual experiences.

View Textile Art from Tapestries w leans. Discuss ways handcraft skills can be used for personal 259
sidisfacti

Select a handcraft you would like to learn. Construct a project using the handcraft and investimte-th4 150
*historical and cultural aspects of the craft. When finished, share projects in class and report any cultutaliaild
historical information - iscovered.

Select two or three cultures you are interested 10,,, As a class, plan to focus school-wide attention on a 193
different culture each week for several.weeksSet the themes anti organize activities which relate to
handcraft skills, including demonstratiOtre- )Vhei-Qpbssible. Feature skills during times of the day when
students and faculty are able to vile4v therti?g(irnrAarize by ,identifying historical s that are used today
or have been modified for contemporary use.

Plant a textile garden (e.g., cotton, flax). Read and report about the growing and harvesting processes 178
involved in the various textiles planted. Harvest and process by rippling, netting, braking, scutching and 93
hackling. Relate this process to our American heritage.

Invite :panel of community members of-various ages to discuss handcrafts they have used during their.
)iveS:.-Ask panel members to' address thc types of skills needed for various handcrafts, the cultural origin of
the Wandcraft and personal sattisfac achieved. when using the handcraft. Encourage panel to bring
examples or demonstrate techniques, a propriate.-

Invite men or women skilled in weaving or some other handcraft to demonstrate their handcrafts. Have 169
them relate personal satisfactions derived from engaging in the handcrafts and provide any historical
bacliwound information they have about their handcrafts. Summarize what yoti learned.

Schedule a trip to a local museum and use National Geographic magazines to become aware of handcrafts 143.
typical of other cultures. Select a handcraft and, in small groups, work to locate information about the
handcraft, including its historical significance and the culture from which it comes. Share results through a

. class presentation and then use examples (actual or pictorial ) to develop a classroom display.



SUGGESTED GOAL The student will be arils to entify tools and ma4erfals used in crea
handcraft products.

ARN1NG EXPERIENCES CES

View a variety of tools and materials and identify the handcraft(s) for which each is used. Summ rize by
discussing alternative whys in which each tool or ma'AtAill might be used..
View a display of tools and materials used tb create handcraft products. As a class, attempt to identify the
use of each item. Working_ in pairs, select one of the tools or materials abhtft 'which the class was uncertain
and seikh out its name and use, Share findings. Follow up by completing one or both of /tie following
activities:

view several handcraft products and brainstorm the tools and materials needed to creie them.
a FrvIew or unit test, view numbered.tools and materials displayed at_statiOns' in th7 classroom and

ntify the name and use of each.

Using a display of surplus materials, work in groups to brainstorm three ways each
handcrafts. Share ideas in a class discussion,

could be used in

As a class, ,brainstorm various handcraft products, Individually, select two or three_ products you are
interested in and identify tdols and materials needed to make them. Visit a Supplier of handcraft tools and
materials to view those needed for your chosen products, Itemize costs involved_ Report your findings in
class.

Create .a bulletin hoard or other display of various tools and materials being used to create handcraft
products, At various' times, demonstrate the use of these tools and materials. When products are coMpleted,
display them along with the appropriate equipment.
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monstrate one or more of the b ic. techniques
roidery, knitting; crocheting, qui ng, applique_
and knotti

LEARNING EXPERMNCES

brainiform unique..ways of Rsing basic skills to create special handcraft effects. Invite resource people to 79
discuss And demonstrate creative- approaches' to handcraft projects. Select a techniqu pproach and use 75
it to develop special effects on a garment. 74

78
76

18

Develop a list of basic techniques used in handcrafts. Select one in which you are interested and learn the 35
techniques nee d ;for that handcraft. Summarize:by demonstrating the techniques you learned to other 264
students. 257

256
View, demonstrations or audiovisual aids on basic handcraft techniques. Discuss and dirnoristrate techniques
viewed: Complete samplers of selected handcrafts. Compare construction of. various handcrafts by 255-
considering texture, use, care, equipment needed, time involved and skill needed.SoinPare and contrast 174
differences in handcrafts created by machine and by hand. Display sampiers'on the-bullerin board. Choose 31
and complete a project using one or more of the handcrafts learned. 48

121
118
117
128
223
224
228
229
214
170
158
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SUGGESTED
PRbGRAM -GOA L

he ttudent,will:be able to evaluate career and training oppo
in'the clothing and textile field.

nines available

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal.. and environmental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology.



GOAL The student will be able to relate social : and economic fiends tc employment
opportunities in the area of clothing and textiles.

LEARNING EXP ENCES RESOURCES

Identify major social and rebnomic events and trends that hge taken place in the U.S. during the past five 190
. decades. Investigate how these events/trends affected jobs in the clothing and textile industry. Identify" 189

changes taking place now that may affect the job market. Discuss how these may affect the clothing . 93
'industry. Use what you learned to make predictions about future job opportunities in the clothing and 179
textile- field-

Brainstorm a list of and economic trends that might affect the clothing and textiles field fe.g., mass
pioduction, demand for low-cost items, homemade vs. industry-made clothing, demand for origin4I items,
availability of natural resources,_ location of textile industry, age of population, promotion of fashion by
communication industry, percentage of persons working outside the home). In groups, investigate and then
discuss how these trends relate to employment opportunities tit the area of clothing and textiles.

gtudy economic trends in the community, the state and the region. Rel to these trends to employment .24

opportunities in,the Clothing and textile field for men and women. Split i to teams of four and survey the 93
local area (e.g., check the newspaper and phone directory, check- with local business associations, the 181

Chamber of Cqmmerce) to determine the number and types of jobs available in the local fashion Industry, 20
Use resources tO complete-a description of each jolt. Discuss social and economic trends which may affect
these employment opportunities. Place information in a file for use by all students.

Take a field trip to a clothing-related business. Find out about types of jobs and careers available, edUcation
required for various positions, entry-level skills needed, working conditions, fringe benefit's and 34
opportunities for advani. ent. Summarize findings in a class discussion and speculate about what would 7

happen if the business arced to close.

Brainstorm a list' of job o'portunities in the clothing and textile field. Investigate one employment
opportunity to determine the employment outlook --aild.vefious faetors affecting employment possibilities.
If possible, interview a person who holds that job,. Share information in a class discussion and make a
bulletin board comparing and connasting information discovered.

In a panel of speakers who have lost jobs. been laid off, or have changed jobs due to changes in
,chno.ogy -or the economy. Ilave them address specific probleins they have encountered, including effect

upon- their faniilies and retraining difficulties. As a class, suggest ways to guard against similar sittiations
(q., alternative job possibilities in the clothing and textile field) and sources of potential assistance (e.g.,
emotional, educational, financial) for persons who find tiknselves with these problems.

6t ;'

4
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GOAL-, .The Student will be able to bite typical requiremen entry into and see
in oecupations related to clothing and textiles.

View Careen In 04 Fashion. Industry; Jobs For You: Happening in Home Economics; Careen in the 252
Fashion Industry; Careens in Clothing and Textik s; Pecple Profession: Careers in Horne Economics or 243
Careers in Fashion. Discuss the variety of jobs involved in the field laf clothing managernent production and 241.
service.' 265

-242

gate possible employment opportunities in clothing and -textiles in your community. Use 'resources 190
Chamber of Commerce, school counselor, managers of clothing stores, dry goods stores or dry 20

ng stores. Gather information. on eduCationand trainingrequired, entry.leVel skills and personal traits 38
well asitiformatian on advancement a salary increases. Select one job acrd interview a Person.curren fly 186

employed, in that occupation regarding abilities needed,#education required, chances for advancement and 68
sala7...Turn in a written report to share with theslass or report on. the occupation by writing a "Help, 96

-Wonted" advertisement for the job. Identify typical requirements for entry into and success in the field of
.clothing 'and textiles.

Invite a panel of persons in clothing and textile-related .oCcppations todiscuss entry -level -requirements and 141
requirements for success in -their particular occupations. %to sure to include persons at various professional 134
levels. Compare and contrast requirements cited, making special note of common ones. 139

147
44-
63

Select a job in the clothing and textile area, Investigate by researching the literature or interviewing persons I

on the job about potential Upward-mobility possibilities. Draw a flow chart showing advancement
possibilities.

Select a clothing job or career. Organize an "on the job day" by spending a day with someone engaged in 165
that job or career. Determine how the person got the job and what characteristicsone needs to succeed in 30
the job. Share experiences in any of the following ways: bulletin boards, poster, pictures, skit, slides or oral 43
reports. r

Invite a- personnel director in the clothing and textile industry to discuss personal characteristics conpi ed 168
when filling a position. Form a checklist of personal characteristics desirable for d''-job- applicant. ss 7
how these characteristics can be acquired.

Write a resume, fill out an employment application, partiOpate in a mock interview and write a follow -up ,14
letter. Summarize by discussing how what you learned may be useful in the future. 194 if



GOAL The s nt will be able to determine personal interests in and talents for
clotihii and textile occupations.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

In 'groups at foliar or five, brainstorm attitudes and skills needed for employment in clothing and textile 34
jobs (e:g., marketittlg and sal sales clerk, distributor, product advertiser/promoter, commercial artist: 38
product development: designe of fabrics or garments,Tattern draller; proolSction: mill worker,. nspector, '
sewer, loom nperztor- service cleaner's helper,- customer service employee, inspector; management:.
financial auditore-su en, coordinator of equipment and supplies). As a class, share klejas and
compile a list of attitude, a_ kills'needed for each type of/occupation. Make a career selection by
matching your skills and attitude ith those identified. Answer the following questions: Why would Ite
successful in my chosen area? Wha qualities do I have to offer to,thls type of work? What can I do to
prepare myself for this type of job? 4P

Choose three occupations in the area of clothing and textiles. Using a needlesort, General Aptitude Test
Battery, OTIS comp ter, personality traits checldig or Career' Wills Matrix, determine which of these jobs

. seem most suited to you in terms of your interests ffid talents. Write a Raragraph,describin how you would
tit the job you , , -' a ,chose

IP '
Play the following game: from each vt- five stacks of -cards (as man era ewh stack as there are students and
each stack separately describing interests, hobbies, physical appearance, personality traits and character
traits), choose one card and identify a job in the clothing industry the person described might be tuned for.
Turn cards face up in all the piles an identify (bk sight only) one trait you would Add from each pile to the
one you originally drew. Do pick up cards. This way more than one student caii.use the same trait.
Identify other jobs in the clothing and textile field thefierson qescribed might now be suited for, Using the
same stacks, identify one personal trait related to each of the areas (interests, hobbies, physicl appearance,
personality traits`, character traits) and, based on the composite, identify one job you would be suited for in
the clothing and textile industry,

Identify class interests and talents via the GATB interest 'Inventory. Use the results to compare various
clothing and textile occupations with personal interests. Identify reasons some occupations are more
compatible or suitable than others: Discuss why certain occppations require specific talents. Create a
bulletig hoard relating personal interests and talents to specific clothing and textile occupations.

Develop want ads which identify,pitry-level requirements in'as many texti)jtd clothing jobs as possible.
Put all into a hag and draw one. explain why you would or would riot be interested in the particular job
you drew. Share findings in a class discussion.
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ASSeASN1bNT

In the Gofl-Based Illanninfor Home li:co'nromics section W' this guide, four sets of desired outcomes
were identified: ( I I statv, goals: (2). Litstgietoak: (3) program guides_ (4) course goals. Competencies
were discussed... Ptrsonal goals of individtil students were mentioned. These were followed hv
specific suggestions tlearning at.tivitiess, teaching straiegies, resources, alternative instraction", etc.)
designeduesigneu to assist the planner in implementing a goal-based curriculum...
,*

t Once rristructional plant are unplemeelted., the teach must pose I e qiiestion: Are students
attaining desired ouleomes, aridris the home i;.conomics program ,Jielping them to reach those
outoqaties? !he maillit of the answers to these questiogis depends on for what pm-pose and how well
assessment :it Ivolei are designed and carried out.

Ai I o measure tiled iinent ot vy, goal or compet,ency AVas it reached?-. . nor Wli.? Lir Why n'ot?
or even I low well I, Oregon uses ASSESSMENT. Assessment in Oregon .means takinsf:'
inrentort Where are we'.' Lvq.iikation in Oregon means.iiidgitt,i; tItc inrcnt )r,v(ics), ;isking,
Whard we intend to iio? What did we 110u-weird w do it What would we do differently if we
did it over? Asse'ssment amd evaluation itre*-it :;-ynonym r )regon.

4' 4

Lt ft is desirable to -11mow the kind of overall ,i'soh the home economics 01-OgranifS doing, then the
perrormance Of groups ot suudolts is signifiCARt. iSSesSIllent focuses on whether an acceptable
inaprit of Liden IS at talnIfig 124ahli4lcd goals. He needs of groups of students OW Wien 1,10
identified and progrino- pla-,ning improved accordittilly, If, however, it is desirable to know how well
indiviijoal students are attifiniag desired' (or irViiiiired) outcnies. thun the performance of each
individual ludent js signittezhint' AssessmeniiTocuses on the needs, interests and learning strengths
and weaknesses of individual students Jris they str,- to develop and demonstrate desired outcomes.
The needs of individUal student.t.ean then_ be idiNitied and learning. activities, tea._ fling strategies.
resources: qc,,, adnistc.I accoulingly.

hest relationships-arc sown below: Assessmen each ot, the elements shovii in the iigure will
,
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Assessment of district goal attainmen
the outcomes of schooling the commun ity and its schools desire.

he question: To what extent are students attaining

Assess:ment of program goal attainment answers the quest fro what extent are students attaining
the outomnes home economies teachers and curriculum planners desire.'

Assessment cif course goal attainment answers the question: what extent uden attaining
the outcomes ionic economics teachers desire for ta thing

Assessment of competency attainment answe- the questa) o what extent is a student
demonstrating destrt:d ot what has been learned in order to graduate?

Assessmen personal goal attainment answ the question: l c_) what Lxlent is a student attaining
those outcomes designated as ot greatest perAar ii importance need, or interest?

Assessment of learning strengths and weak!fe,sss answers the question: What characteristics
genet:fed 'by a student's perlbrinance can be seen as enhancing or inhibiting attainment of desired
outcomes:

In seeking answtTs to thesti questions, student perforinames that can be accepted as indicators ot
.ittfunuient of desired auk:limes must he clear. These performance indicators serve to guide the
Assessment activity In -duong the most needed information.,

i} lie In nnphance with statc regtiirenlcnt5, each district imist asstne that atisessiiient actilities are
arrled out iii relatian io throe paints. A ssinent of student demonstration illpeterioes

required tor graduation and Went iicatioi at learning'strengths and weaknesses are twi' of these. In
adiTition, the home economics program may be selected by your district tar a special kind of
asse'ssment required by the state. If this hap_ pens. it will be netcy-,ar to analvie the goals at the
prgrain deterinAne the extent to which students must develop or apply reading, writing, and
,omputing skills in attaining those goals. Assessment will then focus on describing how well the
necessary skills are 1)eing deeloped ilr

fo,

1
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data re portedly accurate
- al time of publication

RESOURCES

Prin t

Books & Articles for Students Address

I Barclay. Champion, Brinkley, Funderburk. Teen Guide
Homemaking New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972,

2 Better Homes and Gardens. Decorating Ideas Under IOU. Des
Moines, IA: MeLedith Corporation. n.d_

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Meredith Corporation
1716 Locust Street
Des Moines, IA 50336

Bishop, Edna et al. Super Sewing: The Ntly Bishop Method. J. B. Lippincott Company
East Washington Square
Philadelpha, PA 19105

Philadelplua- J. B. Uppincott Company, 1974.

4 Brinkley, Jeanne and Ann Aletti. Altering Ready-to-Wear
Fashions. Peoria, IL: Chas, A, Bennett Company, Inc, 1976.

Bursts, Marjorie Arch and Edna Bryte Bishop. Super Sewing: The
New Bishop /Arch Class. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company,
1974

Bucher, Jo. Complete Guide to Creative Needlepoint. L s Moines.
IA: Meredith Corporation, 1973,

Alas, A. Bennett Company, Inc
809 W. Detweiller Drive
Peoria, IL 61614

(see 3)

7 Cincinnati Public Schools. Exploring Fabrics, Bloomington, IL: McKni01 Publishing_ npany.
McKnOt P-uhlishing Company, 1977, PO Box 2854

Bloomington. IL 61701

Craig, Haiti. -1" lo thing A Comp
J, B. Lippincott t party, 1973.

Philadelphia:

ig, 11a4t1 Thresholds iving. Peoria, IL: A.
Beni -mpany, 1976. e 4)

10 Cross, Aleenc, Enjoying Pamily Liritr,g. Philac 1phia J. B.

(see 3)

(see 3)

p pi I I (.:911 Corn parry, 1973,

I I Dr. Seus".. Fire Hundred Hats of Bartholomew New Vanguaid-Pres,,Inc
424 Madison Aveniie
New York:, NY 10017

(irk: Van lard Press, Inc, n.d.

Dunn, Lucille. Aonctt t Bailey, and Wanda Dra
C'lrtthing.4kille, Chas. A. licitneit Compa

1-1 SI I f I kithii CI

Bra Inc, 1972.

hns and Lellign \ and
Past. f c \,ts

11,0 tit t

(see 4)

Texas West
UM- ttit
H Pa

rtt Pies,
lexaN

7996ti

.1 1:11 011111 Brace, Jt1v;nuMet +Ii, 1 tic

757 Fhird Avenue
y,t1,:. NY 1001 7



Books & Articles Jt r Students

IS Fract, om, Concepts in Clothing. New York: McGra -Hill
Book C mpany, 1976,

16 Crawne, Eleanor J. and Bess V. Oerke. Dress, Peoria, IL:
Bennett Company, Inc, 1975_

17

4

A.

(see 1)

(see 4

Address

S
Harlow, Eve, Jeans. Scene: A Book of Great New Ideas for Drake Publishers, In&
Decorating Jeans and Jackets. New York: Drake Publishers, Inc, 801 Second Avenue
1973. New York, NY 10017

18 Ickis, Marguerite, The Standard Book of Quilt Making and
Collecting. New York: Dover Publications, Inc (reprint of 1949
edition).

s New Daztle.- iVew
67.

21) Jones, Jan (70 thing- Your
Prentice Inc, 1977.

Dover Publications, Inc
180 Varic Sire
New York, N 14

k. Aril 4, 1977, pp. Newsweek, Inc.
444 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Enlesvoo 1 Cliffs, NJ:

Kelly, Joan and Eddve Lrttiaitks L:anders, Today's Tacit
IL. Chas. A. Bennett ( 1977

22 Laury, Jean P, and Joyci, Aiken, Creating 13(.4. Covering.
Cincinnati, 1)11: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1974,

Maugen. Ruth and Mary Woodward, /,orients Ling it
.tvitnwcar, Huntsville; AL: Simile Publishers, 1971.

Prentice-Hall, Inc
Route 9 West
Englewood Chits, NJ 07632

Van Nostrand Reinhold Conipany.
Division of Litton Educational Publishing, Inc
300 Pike Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202

Strode Publishers
1,802 Jones Valley Drive, SF

-,11untsville, AL 35802

2) McDermott. Irene in Clothing. Peoria, IL:
Chi's. A. Bennett l'iruilruty, Inc, 1972. (see 4)

Mer Lich and Si
timpani,, 1973.

426 11illci
puhlkho

rote :Inca Ilenty Regneo, ilenry'Regnery impany
: Contemporary Books, Inc

180 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604

f'utehicnrk New ink: Crown Publishers, Inc
41" Park Avenue South
New Yolk, NY 10016

27 Mills, Cecile, .Hiking and 1-- .1g Hot s. litiiirklvtt I leights, Beckman Publishers, Inc
38 Hicks Street
Brooklyn Heights, NY 11 I

4,inan Publishers, Inc. I

'8 Mum?t, .loin. l'ants
litiiecss Publishitly ultimo, I

,ter Shapc.

1).1+)Itick_.-1. tie II 'ille()Limil l'imila, :mil Patocia Ilioni .11

l'crs,owl t'ersp . 1 %,.._, York: NI, (.1:0. Hill iiii,ik I'm)) .iiii.,
197 -----

Bingess Publishing ( mpany
7108 Oluits Lam,
Minneapolis, MN 5543;

t see 1



Books & Articles for Students

30 Pape, Billy N. Let's Visit a Clothing Fac
Taylor Publishing Company, 1971.

n Angelo, TX:

Patera, Charlotte. The Applique Book. nes Moines, IA: Meredithdirt)
Corporation, 1974.

32 Reloh, Naomi. Essentials of Clothing` Constructic The
Self-Instructional Programmed Approach. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1971.

33 Romanwik, Anna and Ellen Knight. Tops: How to,Do Your 01441

Measuring, Pattern-Making, Fabric Selection, Cutting, and Sewing
for a Perfect Fit, New York: Crown Publishers, Inc, 1975.

34 Servian, Martha. Fashion and TeNtil- Careers. Englewood Cli
NT Prentice -Hall, Inc, 1977.

iplieity Sewing Book. New York: Si mplic,i ts:, Pattern
mpany, Inc, 1972.

Spear, Charleszine, l/ry to Wear Colors With Emphasis can Dark
Skin. Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company, 1974.

37 Stein, Leon
New York: International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,
AFL-C10, n.d.

They Wore: highlights of Fashion History. ,

Sturm, Marv. Edwina Grieser, and Dorothy Roberts, Guide to
Modern Clothing. New York: McGraw-Ifill'Book Company, 1973.

Sunset. 'Applique. 2Menlo Park, CA: Lane many.
n .d

40 Sunset. Pate r ac r k. Menicl Park Lana Publishi Conrail
n.d.

41 Sunset,
mpany,

42 Tanous I lelem-N.- Designing
Bennett Coin p4'ny',

4; Troxell, M 1) fiushion
Book Con 1.976.,

44 Vanderin
(iinri and (-o

4s Vanderhoil,
MA pitirtain

Address

T.aylor'Pub shing Company t

NewsfotO E ucation Division
Box 1392
San Angelo, TX 76902

se

(see-26)

(see

Simplicity Pattern C
200 Madison. Avetlue
New York, NY. 1001

(see 28)

Consumer Service
Union Label MO-
Ladies' Garmen t W
AFL-CIO
17ICi;Broadwa
New York, NY I00

Lane Publishing Company
WillOw and Middlefield Roads
Men I Oa rk, CA:94025

see 39)

(see 4)

Gutri and
191 i



Books & Articles for Students'

46 Vanderhoff, Margil. Textiles for Homes and People. Lexington,
MA: Ginn and Company, 1973.

47 Williams, Margery;, The Velveteen Rabbit: Gardn City, NY:
Doubleday and Company, Inc, 1958,

Wilson, Jean. Weaving You Can Wed. New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1973,

49 Wylli
Benn

Ethel 1{; Today's CuslInn Tailoring. Peoria, IL: Ch vs, A.
Company, Inc, 1971,

Parriplit

(see 44)

Doubleday an
501 Franklin
Garden City,

50 Altering Ready-to-Wear Dresses. Cory _is OR: OSU Extuension OStrCOoperative
Oregon State UMVerst.
Corvallis, OR 9733-1,':

Service, n.d.

51 A lwa) Is A t.tryteti
sion Semite

Be Better Buy
Services; n.d.

our Eldtiqv rs. Corvallis, OR: OSU

His, OR: OSU Extension

Better, Buyer Aids, Corval OR: OSU
nsion Service,

ffe,it Better Buye).' of Startle and FidiS OR: OSU
4 Extli Service,

buying ,Secondhand .gewiiz Ma l ine. Corvallis, OR: OSU
Extension Service; n.d.

flu_ving Children-
n.d,

57 Care the
Machin ornpariv, n.d.

lying. Corvallis, OR: OSU l_:xterr ion

'NS ("hanging the Th

Extension Son

01

Charing the Air
n

lane. 1 and White Sewing

a, Dress br Skirt. Corvallis, OR: OSti

White Sewing Machine (70mpany
Consumer Products Division
11750 Berea
Cleveland, OH 44111

50)

land )R.: Discou nt Fabrics, Discount Fabrics
900 Southeast Sandv Blvd
Portland, OR 97214

i+xr Citi5ens vallis, OR OSU Exte i

Repairs. Washington, DC: U.S. I)eliartment
Agriculture, 1,070, (HQine,;ind Garden Bulletin 107)

wit
White Se win all iu any, ii.d.

Cleveland. I-

74

(see 50)

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Off ice
North Capital twd "Fr Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20401

57)



Pamphlets

63 Cutting Skills for Garment Construction. Corvallis, OR: OSU
Extension Service, 1976,

64 DetergentsIndepth Update '76. New York: Soap and Detergent
Association, 1976.

65 Diagnosing the Wash, Benton Harbor, MI: Whirlpool Corporation,
1975.

Fashion Smaris: How to Have Them. New York: Simplicity
Pattern Company, Inc, 1977,

67 Fix New Clothes and Make Them Last Longer Corvallis, OR:
OSU Extension Service, n.d.

65 Foci, on Careers. Washington, DC American Home Economics
Association, 1977,

69 From Folk CI:Amine to Modern Fashion. New York C-- -Call
Patl.ern Educational Service, n.d.

70 Grain in Fabric. Stamford, CT: Coats and Clark, Inc n.d.

71 Judging How -Much Laundry Detergent to Use New York: Soap
and Detergent Association, nal.

Koester, Ardis. Dec s About Raj ig Clothing. Corvallis,
OR: OSU Extension Service, 1976.

73 Koester, Ardis, How to Recycle Clothing by Restyling and
Making Oyer, Corvallis, OR: OSU Extension Service, 1976.

74 Learn to Crochet. New York: Coats and Clark. Inc, 1975 No.
210-A)

75 Learn to knit New York : Coats and Clark, Inc, 1975. No,
190-A)

76 Learn to Tat. New York Coats and Inc, 1975. (No. 240)

77 Making Shirts f it tile Men of the Family, Co allis OR OSU
Extension Service, n.d.

75 Nekllepoint Stitches. New York: ('oats and Clark, Inc 1975.
(No. 226-A)

TY 100 Embroidery Stitc'he's. New York: and Clark, Inc.. 1975,
(No, 150-A)

Years o/ fasfrion. New You_ Mc( erns
ion al Service, 1976.

7s

Address

(see 50)

Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Whirlpool Corporation
Consumer Affairs Division
North Shore and Monte Road
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

see 35)

(see 50)

Anierican Home Economics Association
2010 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

McCall Pattern Company Edbcational Service
230 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Coats and Clark, Inc
72 Cummings Point Road
Stamford, CT 06902

64)

(see 50)

(see50)

70)

70)

(see 70)

(sec SO)

70)

(see 70)



Pamphlets

Si Patching and Mendlrtg Wool Garments.. Corvallis OR: OSU
Extension 'Service; n.d. (see 50)

Address

Permanen t Care Labels. New York: J. C. Penne Company, Inc, J, C. Penney Company, Inc
Educational Relations
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

1974, (No. 84577)

83 PtrtrtningFlaids. Corvallis, OR: OSU Extension Service, n.d, (see 50)

84 Puff Quilts. New York: Coats and Clark Inc, 1975. (No. 250) (see 701'

85 Renun Stains Frtrrrr Fabrics. Corvallis, OR: OSU Extension
Service, 1976.

86 Replacing a Zipper. Cory lis OR: OSU Extension Service, n.d.

57 Se ig By llaniL Corvallis, OR: OSU Extension Service, n.d.

Sewing Equipment: What Do You Nee ''' Corvallis, OR: OSU
Extension Service, n.d,

Skipped Stitches,. Cleveland, OH: White Sewing Machine
Company, n.d.

.Soaps and Detergents Jr llome Lauri
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973,

on , DC:

(see 50)

Isee 50)

(Se- 50)

(see 50)

57)

(See (;

()I TeXtlie Fibers and Their Properti Greensboro, NC: Burlington Burlington Industries, Inc
3330 West Friendly Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27410

Industries, Inc, 1970.

92 ' Tex ti r ChaflOttc, N fl Manufacturer.: _American Textile Manufacturers.Instit
n.d. 400 South Tryon Street, Suite 2124

Charlotte, NC' 28285

Textiles: Our s ;real Industry. Charlotte, American
rextlic Manufacturers insutute, I 976.

'14 Pic Fork Mending, New tk: and Clark, Inc,

(see 92)

(see 70)

9s The Laundry Book. Pittshurgh: The (;tlgern Corporation, tr.d. C:tlgirn Corporation
Box 146

PA I

There's a Career for Textiles. Charlate, N(' American
I extile Manutaourers Institute, nal.

97 rime Saving Sewing Ne York. ( Inc.

08 Today 's Textiles. New York .1. C. Pent ins, Inc. n.d.

What Pat tern 1 for lot York.: Simplicw,
Pattern ( Inc, nal,

101/ ft Ciirty (Jut in
(iambic (I rlxlrrv. nal.

(se )2)

(see 7(I)

S2)

(see .(

sit t and Procter and ( .rirrhlc
.101 Fast Sixt SlicH
Cincinnaii, Oil 452W

)ans



Pamphlets

101 Your Clothing Dollar Chicago: Money Managenien
1977_

Gaines

Institute,

102 All -About Textiles tarlotte, NC: American Textile
Manufacturers Institute, I 6.

103 .4warefriess: Insights. Into People. New Y C. Penney
Company, Inc, 1970.

101. lie Fiber4Vise for (r_roci Fabric #uys; Washington, DC: American
Home Economics Association. July 1971, (Home Economics-
Learning Package No. 1040)

10ti Career Skills Matrix_ Westinglic

Add

Money Management Institute
Household Finance Corporation
Prudential Plaza.
Chicago, IL 601,01

Address

(see

68)

Broadcasting Westinghouse t3rciadeasting C'unil
90 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

106 Clothing Expresses ynu. Washington, DC: Amer
E=conomics Association, August 1970. (Home
Leaining. Package No. 1007)

an !tome
on oinks

107 Cottbn, The Fiber tni ('an Trust. Memphis: National Cotton
Council of America, n,d. (Samples of aw and processed cotton)

National Cotton Council Antefica
8 North Vat kway

Memphis, TN 38112

Ilisc'opering Fibers and l'ahrics. New York: Butterick Publishing Butterick Publishing
Compant., ti.d. Division of American ('an C'rirnpany

lir 161 Avenue it the Americas
New York, NY 10013

109 First A iil J;ir Sewing Ifachines. New York: The Singer Com pan .

197!

al Aptitud Test flattery. Orders for tests .III all accessories
musChe cleared through a Start Finployment Service Office. Test
booklets and manuals distributed 1-6, ohe Government
Printing Office:

inpany, Inc, till,

I I 2 Interplay

Nees Mirk: J. Penney

_vivIlaile Fibers. Washington,
Man -Made I'iher Producers Association, Inc, 1974.

113 Knit Stir Washington, DC: American Home Economics
Association Jule 1970 dlome Economics Learning Package No,
1021)

114 Rig
oilman\ 197

Mcintitif I, 011: Prcicter ;aid Acible

The Singer Company
Education Department
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020

(see 61)

Man-Made Fiber Producers Assticiatiorr. Inc
1150 17th ::.!reet NE
Washingoin, DC 20036



11'.3 Line and Colo
Company, n.d,

Kits & Games

in Clothes. Ney/Y,ork: McGra =Hill Book

116 Maxi Wardrobe at Mini Cost. Washington, DC: American Home
Economics Association, May 1970. (Home Economics Learning
Package No. 1034))

117 Needlepoint and Bargello. New York: Butterick blishing
Company, 1975.

118 Patchwork and Quilting. Nov York: Butteriot P bltshing
Company, 1975.

119 Redress: Examining the Issues_ New York: J. C. Penney
Company, Inc, ri.d.

a.

120 Silk. New York, NY: A. P. Silk Company, Inc, n.d. (Samples of
raw and processed silk)

121 Stitchery and Applique! New York: Butterick
Company, 1975.

122 Suds for Your Duds. Washington, DC: American Home
Economics Association, June 1970. (Home Economics Learning
Package No. 1030)

123 The Story of Wool Portland, OR: Pendleton Woolen Mills, n.d.
(Samples of raw and processed wool)

Address

(see 1) -

(see 68)

(see 108)

08)

A. P, Silk Company, Inc
1412 Broadway
New York, NY 10018

(see 108)

(lee 68)

%
Pendleton Woolen ,Mills
218 Southwest Jefferson,
Portland, OR 97201

124 The. Textile Scene, New York: Celanese Fibers Marketing_ Celanese Fiber's MarketirraCompany
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Company, 1971,

125 Today's Wa sket, Washington, DC: American Home
Economics Association, 1969, (Home Economics Learning
Wackage No, 1024)

126 Tooling Up, Washington, DC: American Home Economies
Association, n d. (Home Econorincs Learning Package No. 1043)

127 Understanding Today's Textiles. New York: J, C. Penney
Company, Inc, n. d,

128 4aving. New York, Bu

129 Your Wardrobe Recycl
Company,, 1972.

(sec 68)

(ompany, 1975. (see 1(_18)

mford, CT: American Tread American Thread Company
High Ridge Park
Stamford, CT 06905

130 Zipper Re u-: New nd Clark. Inc, 1976.

78

70)



Apartment Life.

132 CalV rnia Apparel News.

Clothes.

134 Coe a pubJicati

135 Consui r Report

136 Consum s` Resseurch,

I37 Ebony.

13K Harrtily Cirri.

13o) FORECAST Pt lb 'me

140 (larrteu

141 Journal

142_ Mademoiselle.

143 National graphic.
it, 4

144 Set.

145 illustrated.

Maertzutes

Scholastic Magazines.

ni

(see 2)

Address

California Apparel News
California Fashion.Publications
1016 South Broadway Place
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Clothes
Prads, incorporated
380 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Coed
900 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Codsumer Report
Consumer's Union of the U.S. Inc
256 Washington Street
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

Consumers' Research
Consumers' Research, Inc
Washington, NJ 07882

Johnson Publishing Company, Inc
820 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605

Family Circle, Inc
488 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

(-11'

ICARECAST for Home Economics
902 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Chits, NJ 07632

Conde Nast Publications, Inc
350 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

(see

(see 140)

National Geographic Society.
17th and "M" Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Triangle Publicati
320 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Ini

Sports) lilust rated
Time kkorporated
Titne ,1141 Lire Building
541 Notli Fairbanks Court
New Yak. NY 10020



a azineS

146 Vogue.

147 What's New in Home Leon

148 Woman's Day.

Books Articles for Teachers

149 "Choosing Your Sewing Machine," What's New in Home
Economics. September 1973, pp, 43-45.

- $7
150 Warta's, Mary Ellen. "Fingernail Weaving: A Vanishing_ Art,"

Journal of Hume Economics. July 1975, pp. 23-35,

1 5i Dirks, Katherine. "Storing A Collection, _Large or Small, for
of Home Economics, May 1976, pp. 8-la.

Flugel. The Psychology of Clothes. New York: International
Universities Press, Inc. 1976,

133'. Faute, Estelle. The Mender's Manual: Repairing an
its and Bedding. New York Harcourt Brace

Inc, 1976.

154 Gay, Peter. Style in History. New York: Basic Books,

wit=h,

155 (iese, Geotgina and Deborah Gentry, "Fiber
Characteristics A Basis for Cr nsumer Choice." Illinois
Teacher of Home Ecanontics. Nov/Dec 1972, pp. 128- 161.

156 Good, Evelyn and Eleanor Kelly. "Teenage Boys' Perception of
the Role Clothing Plays in the Occtipational World, Journal of
How Economics. May 1971, pp, 332-344,

157 Guret, Lois, June Wilbur, and Lee Gurel. "Personality Correlates
of Adolescent Clothing Styles," Journal of Home Ec( ics.
March 1972, pp. 42-47..

I 58 "1 hairpin Lace What's New in flies May 1974 p.

159 [Iambletoit, Kaye, Mary Ellen Roach, and Kathleen Ehle.
"Teenage Appearance: Conformity, Preference.' and
Sell- Concepts," Journal of Holm, Economics. Eehluary 1972, pp.

I Holloway, imagine and Betty 1 "The Elanundide Fabric
1 ss*, nuI fit Zea March 1974, pp. 17 -20.

Address

140)

North American Publishing Company
401 North Bgoard Street
Philadelphia' PA l9108:,

Fawcett Publications, Inc
Fawcett Place
_
Greenwich, CT 10036

Address

e 147).

lournal of Home Economics= .

American Horne Economics Association-
220 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
NW' shington, DC 20036

(see 150)

International ies Press, Inc
315 Fifth Ave! I

New York, isrr io

(see 14)

Basic Books, Inc
10 EaSt 53rd Street
New York, NY.10022

lhitiiiis Teacher of Home Economics
351 Education Building
University of Illinois
Uibana, IL 0,1801

150),

ISO)

(see 14,o

(see I

(see 1



Books & Articles for Teachers

4

161 Horn. Marilyn. The Second'. Skim Boston:- Houghton-Mililin
-E.Company, 1975.

Adtlress

Houghton Mifflin Company
Edycaticinal Division
TWo Park
BOston, MA 02107

162 "How to Make a School Backpack,- Whal's New in Home
. Economics.?April 0)74, p, 75, (see 149)

163 '-'How to Read Fabric Care Label,' [OREC4ST For Home FORECAST for4-lome Economics
I.:commies: November 197,5, pp, F4C42, 902 Sylvan Avenue

Englewood CIO is, NJ 07632

164, Humphrey, Carolyn, Mary Kiaasen, and Anvil 'Creel:more.
,lothing and Self-Cont"ept ol Adolescents, Journal of Home

Economics: April L971, pp, 24(-250: '(see I ,50)

165 Jarnow, Jeannett A. Inside the Fashion Business; Text and John A. Wiley and Sons, Inc
Readings. New York: John Al, Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1974. 605 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10016

166 Johnson, Annette andjrothy Seville. "Flammability of Three
Types of 1-abriCs Used' iii Girls- Slee,pwear," Journal of Home
Economics, April 070, p,. 246.-251,

167- Kelley, Eleanor anti Joanne Eicher. "A Longitudinal Analysis of
Popularity, Group Membership, and Dres.s,- Journal of Home
Economics. April 1970, pp. 246-251.

16s Kelly. Eleanoi: et al, 'How- to Help Your Students Be Successful
at Joh Hunting," Journal of Home Fronornics. November '1976,
PP- 32-37- r

169 ..I.Clobe, Patricia. -The I 976 Crafc xhilat Journal 'f flume
Economies, November, 1976, pp. -29:31.

170 Kreniisky, Mk and Lois Ericson. .S7topd Wearing: Making
Garmcnts and Accessories WW1 Sin,iZ Nctille and Finger

, B'earing rechniqUes. NOV. Y,irk: Van Migrant! Reinhold
1974.

171 1..tudis 1 vilore and Eldora Keske. "Educating leen% Oil I \ I Ile
eVlsi.111011,.' ./(///fnaL if //0t/le L1111.1:11). 1')74, pp,

1.4=.17

172 Lize, Joan II. ''A Nci.i. Look ,ii Teachiny Clothing Construction.-
Journal of Home 1-.conornics. Septroilyi 19.75, pp, 30- .I.

173 I ester. Katherine 'and -Rose Ketr.. Historic (-ovum:. l'eolni. II,:
jia s. A. Bennett 1 : Inc, 1977.

174 ',Let's Knit," 1Y/hal elc in I/unit' Economicsi April 1974. pp

I 'IC t lk-khan!! . (;ct It `I"( f.reryllo,lt. (,deod-,
Lexington, NIA (min and Company. 1074. ,.-

17(1 1.y1c., l'ertonnitm Fes trim John 1.V4,`,1..\, ind.tions,
r .lilt', 11AI

(sec 15(j)

owe 150)

see 1501

(se.e fM)

(w._' 22)

I see 150)

( ',CC. 4

(see 140)

(see 44 -1

.cc titi5)





Books cE Articles for Teachers

17'7 'Mason, Molly. The e T-Shirt Book._ New York: Drake
r.
Publishers,

1976.

1_71 NelsonEleanor. Growing Backyard Tex
"Economics May 1975, pp. 16-18.

179 "Past vs. Present in the Clothing World,'"
pp. not available.-

Journal of Rome

oney. December 1976,

180 Plott, Charles. T-Shirting. New York: Ha
1976:

0

181 Pundt, Helen. "A Famous Clothing Designer,'
&ono Jul 75, pp. 12 -14.

182
\

'Recipe r Mens ar What's New in
1974, p. 71

' 183 Roach, Mary Ellen and Joan Eicher.
Perspectives on Dress. Englewood Cliffs, NJ
1973.

184 Textile Handbook. Washington, DC i Amen
Association, 1971.

horn Books. I

ma! of Home

e &one 'es. April

The Visible Self-
: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

n nomics

185 "Textile Testing Enlivens Clothing What's New in Home
Economies. May/June 1971, p.41,

I86 Thomas, Virginia and Sandra Plumb, "Exploration of Home
conomics Related Occupations in Clothing," Illinois Teacher of

Home Economies. Nov/Dec 1976, pp. 85..

Torbet, Laura: The T,Vtirt Book. Indi napcolis. IN Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Inc. 1976,

188 Tort a, Phyllis.. '''Style: A Minot cot the Tito
h.-eo ilex January 1975, pp, 4023.

IRO U. S. Departm rtt toI Labor. Dictionary of .Occupational Tit
Washington, DCw,tl. S. Goveinitent Prititrug Office, 1977,

U, S. De partmeitt or Labor Occupational Oita
Washington. DC;t1. S. COI/eminent Printing Office. 1977.

Walker, Norma. "Diuinishing Resmirces itt (_ lothing and
Textiles." Tips wird Topics. December IYt76, Ion.

I 1 Watkins, Susan M. "DesiFing clothing r cOal Miners,"
s. Jaritiary 1977, pp. 24-27. 7-Home Ea morn

81

e 17)

(see 150)

Moy
Time," Inc
Time and Life Building
541 Nortfr'Fairbanks Court
New York, NY 1002(1

Address

Hawthorn Books, Inc
260 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

0,

(see 149)

(see 20)

(see 68)

(see 149)

(see 155

Bob_ rrill Compa~ Inc
A. T1a Itas Andel Cotany
4300 West 62nd Stree&
indianapr)lis, IN 46206-.-

150)

61)

fins and topics
College Lit-Home Feu!
PO Box 4170
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, TX79409

150)



Books & Articles for Teachers

193 Watson, Katherine G. "Korea: From Handcrafts to World elite
Producer," Journal of Home &monde's. Afitil 1974, pp. 5-28.

,
194_ Ylocaseini_brolly_t_ '_The_lob_liud:_liftw_io_ Win in lob_

Hunting:* What s New in tome Economics. April 1977. 4

-
195 VIinakor, I et, al. oprnent of Low-Income Clothing

Budgets,' Journal of Home acorromks. April 1971, pp. 256-262.

"Winning Ways With Wool," What's New in Home Economics.
August 1973, p. 45. . a

197 A Natural %Wider," What's New in Home EcPnomics.
September.1973, pp. 96-98.

198 Young. Agnes 'Brooks. recurring Cycles of Fa o ,New York:
Harper and Row publishers, Inc, n_d.

Nonprint

Tapes& Slides

199 Coloring Cloth. New York: hild Books and Visuals, 1974.
(slide set)

itt)
2()0 Crossword Puzzles Jur Homemaking Classes. Tony_ ,

Homemaking Research I aboratories, 1975-

Address

see 150)

e I49Y

149)

Harper and Row Publishers, Inc
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY10022

Address

FairchildBooks and Visuals
7 East 12th Street
New York, NY 10003

Homemaking Research Laboratories
Tony, WI 54563

201 Different Suds for Different Duds Newton, IA The Maytag Maytag Company
Company, n.d. (shart) 430 West 4th Street North

Newton, IA 50208
41-1

202 Figure Your Type and Size. Net York: McCall Pattern
Educational Service. n.d.( ransprfencY set) 69)

203 Finishings _if- Cloth. New York': Fairchild. Books and Visuals,
1973, (slide (see 199)

204 Fitting Chart Portland, OR: Discount Fabrics. 1975. (wall chart) (see 59)

.205 How to Use a Sewing Machine. New Yurk The Singer Cmnpany,
(see 109)

20 Introduction to Textiles. Nero York: Fairchild Books anti Vistials,,
1971. (slide set I

1972. (slide series)

4
207 tKnow Your Figure Type. New Yorks MTh ity Pattern

_wally, Inc, lied, (wall char() (see 35)

208 Line-Wise Is Design-Wise. New_ York: all Pattern nal.
69Service:,n1d. (charts)

Medsure-UpS. New York: Simplicity Pattern (onipany/ Inc,
(see 35)n.d. (wall chart



Tapes & Slides

210 Notions Nation. Stamford, CT: American Thread Compaq. n.d.

211 101 Durable Press, All Wool, Cotton Blended, Funky Flannel.
filideWak AU& Teter Otte, _NC. American Twins_
Manufacturers Institute, n.d.. poster)

212 Optical Illusions- Becomin
Educational Service, n.d

213 Optical Musket R
Service, n.d. (p©

214 Soft Scfilpture.
(slide series)

As. New York: McCall Patterns
parencP set)

few York: McCall Pattern ducational

ultnomah County IED, 1976.

215 Stripes, Pkids-Prints. Sta ford, CT: merican Thread Company.'
1974. (slides\i11,tstrat`ng correct yet ire the use of these fabrics)

16 Textile Bingo
(game)

n s City, MO: Hum Book Company, n.d.

217 Travel With a Golden Tom.
Co"nipany, 1976. ,

Enka,_ NC lmerican Enka*

2IS "Trunk Show. Portland, OR: Discount Fabrics, n.d. variety of
clothiRg oitistructed from current pattern options)

219 Use of Basic Severts _Equipment. Wichita. KA: Learning Arts, n.d.
(transrareocy et)', ,

20, Lisa lig
Servic

a L New York: McCall
ransparency set)

221, Y'ou a
ri

1 [imam

ing Machine. New Y

al Mectsurernent Chirp. New York' Smplici
ri.d. (wall chat)

Pattern Educational-

-

k The Singer

224 Batiks
197?,

Fittri3

cdia uric I _

a

,e, Mahe °net Instru

party

1 Media, 14 lion,

225 Care of Textile Fabrics Faitchild Books !Ind Visuals, 1974.

Address

(see 129)

e 92)

see 691

see 69)

Multnomah County Intermediate Education District
fkix 16657

22Q Southeast 1020d
PiAttapa, QJ 97216

(see 129)

Gillum:Bobk mpany
Home Eono es Supplies.
PO Box 4504_
kansas City, MO-64124

7 t '
. _ 5

American Enka Corp any
Enka, NC 28728
(rriNre information unavailable)

Learning Arts
123 South Hillside
Wichita,-KSO7211

(see 100)

Address

Films, Inc
sst 43rd Street

New York, NY 1003o

CororiCt Instructional
65 East South Water Street
Ccago, IL HMI

(see 199)



Films

226 Clothing: A Pair of Blue Jeans. Learning Corporation of Ametica,
15 min, C, 1971.

227 Clothing for the Life You Lead. Encyclopaedia Britannica .
Educational Corporation, 1975.

'228 Crafty Annie: Screen Printing. Multnomah County IED, 15
C. 1976.

Crafty Annie: Tie Dye. Multnottlah County IED. 15 thin, C, 1976.

230 Culture and Costumes: The Great Clothes Put On iLyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporation, 19 min, C, 19 4,

Address

Le aming Corporation of America
1350 Av nue of the Americas
New Y NY 10019

Encycl Britannica Educa
425 Nor higan Avenue
Chicago, IL 6 611

v

rNI Johnny Lingo. Brigham Young University, 24 min, C'e,1969

Taking Care of C
Corporation. 1973

233 The Pursuit of Clea iness.
L-'2 min, C, n.d.

tcycl

.r.t4 The Wizard of Goo4 .1 iipe
Materials, 1974,

235 Wearing Mill Looms ,Ytn
1974

(see 214)

(see 4)7

a -dui 1 itannica Ideational
tr.

id Detergent Ass it n 14 &

Walt I ttetital

n Aire _OD(' dm library., 10

2.40 aring. Woeen fabric Density. Nord
107.5.

!Ma State University

237 YotIr ilcnk a \e, Inc, 13 Min. C,
Q

238 Amernan 200
Publishing( .197

Anwrica,
Publishing

A I entu i. Botterick

an ?errs !iodic I Ash tel ick
tonally, 1970

240 Begin With The Pattern. M Pattern Educational Servi.e.
to77,

Brigham Young Univers'
Deparijnem of Motion PIC ure Productin
Provo, UT 8160

and40DCE
Film Library

c130_ Bilk 1491
1633 SW Pk Avenue

1:` Portland, OR,97207

(sec 227)

(see 64)

Walt Disney Educa.
800 Sonora Avenue.

.7s11dale, CA 91201

(see 231)

nal Materials

North Carolina State University
instructionl Technology Service
PO Box 5000
Raleigh, NC 27007

Denk Novenhou.se, Inc
I ir25Willow Road
Northfield, IL fi0X)93

1st,: 1 OS )

I see I ON 1



Filmstrips

'241 Careers in Clothing and Textiles McGraw-Hill Films, rt.d.

242 Careers in Faikion. Learning s, 1973.

eers 'in the Fashiort-lodustry. Butterick Publishing Con
1973.

1.

McGraw-Hill Films
1221 Avenue o
New York, NY

244 Clo thin Around are World Encyclopaedia. Britannica
Educational Corporation, 1975_

245 Vlothing Corn s J. C. Penney Comfv4,. Inc, 1973.

246. Clothing in early Arxterica, Encyclopaedia Britannica Educatio al
Corporation, 1975.

247 Ethnic Heritage. J. C. Penney Conipany, Inc, n.d.

248 Figure Flattery Through Opticalelllusion.
Educational Service, n.d.

249 Fire. Fabrics, and You! J. C Fenno Company,.In 1

250 Getting It All ler,gether. Sears,:koebuck, and Company,
yearly_

251 How to Do: Textiles Filmstrip.' Educational Dittiension49 um,
1975.

Jobs Jor You: It Happening in Home F'cyinorrtic
Home Economics Association, 1973.

253 K --v Your Pattern. Simplicity Pattern

Sears; Rbebtfc Company
Dept.:3034Ptiblle Relations
Sears Towet,'
Chicago, IL 60684

Educational Dime
E4Box 126

Stailitord,ST 06904

y, Inc, 1970

y 1.975254 Tel the Buyer Prepar Procter Gat-0

2SS Macrame. Visual Aids Studi. n.d.

25(, Aids Studio, n.d.

257 Tec a?* Making. Visual Aids Studio n.d

258 Ti.v Pboti) LAIC, In 1975.

250 Textile Art Front Ta
Manuta cis institute,

S

ains. Textile

Visual Aids StudiO
r m al Park

f75*
Huntsville, T 0'7340

Photo -Lab, Inc
3127 Georgia Aidenu
Washington, LC 200 _1

(sec 92)



stress

2 textiles it Everyone, Ame can Te

f Tod Celanese Fl
I

;-,202 It's All in the Finish_ Arn
ttt 1974. -

IfldustrY. . Gra
3dncatir5nal Corporation, 1975',

,r-

2 e .511tehirj,
1974.

ile Manufacturers

arketing Campy,

can Textiles Manufacbrers

cyClopiedia Britanriica

ore Visual ducation, Inc,

265 p
_

s Ca in Hu
fictgie Economics Association, 1974.

e Economics. Anie

Tie-Dyeirig Tor tiles. Visua Aids gtudio, n

Young Fashion f recast.
yearly.

a

ears, Roebuck, d Cur any, updated

87

Encore3,1411fducltiQn
1235. gouth Boulevard'
Burb0,,CA 9150


